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PLAY, RECREATION & SPORT COMMITTEE MEETING
20 October 2021

ORDER OF BUSINESS

1.

Apologies

2.

Notification of Additional Items
Pursuant to Sections 46A(7) and 46A(7A) of the Local Government
Official Information and Meetings Act 1987, to receive the
Chairperson’s explanation that specified item(s), which do not
appear on the Agenda of this meeting and/or the meeting to be
held with the public excluded, will be discussed.
Any additions in accordance with Section 46A(7) must be
approved by resolution with an explanation as to why they cannot
be delayed until a future meeting.
Any additions in accordance with Section 46A(7A) may be
received or referred to a subsequent meeting for further discussion.
No resolution, decision or recommendation can be made in
respect of a minor item.

3.

Declarations of Interest (if any)
Members are reminded of their duty to give a general notice of
any interest of items to be considered on this agenda and the
need to declare these interests.

4.

Public Comment
To receive comments from members of the public on matters
specified on this Agenda or, if time permits, on other Committee
matters.
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(NOTE: If the Committee wishes to consider or discuss any issue
raised that is not specified on the Agenda, other than to
receive the comment made or refer it to the Chief
Executive, then a resolution will need to be made in
accordance with clause 2 above.)

5.

Presentation - Sport New Zealand

Page 7

6.

Confirmation of Minutes
“That the minutes of the Play, Recreation & Sport Committee
meeting of 14 April 2021 Part I Public be confirmed as a true and
correct record.”

Page 9

7.

Update on Manawatū GymSports Incorporated's Proposal for a New
Gymnastics Facility
Page 13
Memorandum, presented by Julie Macdonald - Strategy & Policy
Manager.

8.

Sport Manawatū - Annual Report 2020/21

Page 23

Memorandum, presented by Julie Macdonald - Strategy & Policy
Manager.

9.

Sports Event Partnership Fund Review and Sports Events Retention
and Attraction Plans
Page 125
Memorandum, presented by Julie Macdonald - Strategy & Policy
Manager.

10.

Committee Work Schedule

11.

Exclusion of Public

Page 149

To be moved:
“That the public be excluded from the following parts of the
proceedings of this meeting listed in the table below.
The general subject of each matter to be considered while the public is
excluded, the reason for passing this resolution in relation to each
matter, and the specific grounds under Section 48(1) of the Local
Government Official Information and Meetings Act 1987 for the passing
of this resolution are as follows:
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General subject of each
matter to be considered

Reason for passing
this resolution in
relation to each
matter

Ground(s) under
Section 48(1) for
passing this resolution

This resolution is made in reliance on Section 48(1)(a) of the Local
Government Official Information and Meetings Act 1987 and the
particular interest or interests protected by Section 6 or Section 7 of that
Act which would be prejudiced by the holding of the whole or the
relevant part of the proceedings of the meeting in public as stated in
the above table.
Also that the persons listed below be permitted to remain after the
public has been excluded for the reasons stated.
[Add Third Parties], because of their knowledge and ability to assist the
meeting in speaking to their report/s [or other matters as specified] and
answering questions, noting that such person/s will be present at the
meeting only for the items that relate to their respective report/s [or
matters as specified].
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ITEM 5

PRESENTATION
TO:

Play, Recreation & Sport Committee

MEETING DATE:

20 October 2021

TITLE:

Presentation - Sport New Zealand

RECOMMENDATION(S) TO PLAY, RECREATION & SPORT COMMITTEE
1. That the Play, Recreation & Sport Committee receive the presentation for
information.

SUMMARY
Mr Colin Stone, Regional Partnerships Manager – Central for Sport New Zealand will
make a presentation about their priorities, investment and partnership with Sport
Manawatū.
ATTACHMENTS
NIL
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PALMERSTON NORTH CITY COUNCIL
Minutes of the Play, Recreation & Sport Committee Meeting Part I Public,
held in the Council Chamber, First Floor, Civic Administration Building, 32 The
Square, Palmerston North on 14 April 2021, commencing at 9.00am
Members
Present:

Councillors Billy Meehan (in the Chair), Leonie Hapeta, Brent Barrett, Zulfiqar
Butt, Vaughan Dennison, Lew Findlay QSM, Patrick Handcock ONZM, Karen
Naylor and Bruno Petrenas.

Non
Members:

Councillors Susan Baty, Rachel Bowen, Renee Dingwall, Lorna Johnson, Orphée
Mickalad and Aleisha Rutherford.

Apologies:

The Mayor (Grant Smith).

Councillor Vaughan Dennison left the meeting at 9.31am during consideration of clause 10.
He entered the meeting again at 9.38am during consideration of clause 12. He was not
present for clauses 10 and 11 inclusive.
9-21

Apologies
Moved Billy Meehan, seconded Leonie Hapeta.

The COMMITTEE RESOLVED
1. That the Committee receive the apologies.
Clause 9-21 above was carried 15 votes to 0, the voting being as follows:
For:
Councillors Billy Meehan, Leonie Hapeta, Brent Barrett, Susan Baty, Rachel Bowen, Zulfiqar
Butt, Vaughan Dennison, Renee Dingwall, Lew Findlay QSM, Patrick Handcock ONZM, Lorna
Johnson, Orphée Mickalad, Karen Naylor, Bruno Petrenas and Aleisha Rutherford.

10-21

Presentation - Manawatu GymSports Incorporated
Mrs Kim Fenn, Club Manager, made a presentation about Manawatu
GymSports Incorporated, its history until establishing the gym at 93 Malden
Street in February 2018, how the facilities were upgraded, the services
currently provided and its achievements and challenges.
GymSports offers 75 recreational classes per week. The club also offers
competitive gymnastics for boys and girls, running 44 sessions per week.
Mrs Fenn expressed that the club focused on allowing everybody to take part
and worked hard to keep fees low and engage with the community. The club
has achieved substantial growth during the last years, from 292 gymnasts in
2015 to 890 in 2021. It is now the fourth largest club in New Zealand.
Mrs Fenn pointed out that GymSports was facing constraints in relation to
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occupancy and its carpark. Having a bigger building of 2,000m2 with additional
carparks, as suggested by Gymnastics New Zealand, will allow the club to
further improve its services and cater for the increasing demand. GymSports is
seeking help from the Council with land in order to be able to move forward
with developing a building project.
In discussion, Elected Members requested that the Chief Executive engage
with Manawatu GymSports and report back to this Committee.
Councillor Vaughan Dennison left the meeting at 9.31am.
Moved Billy Meehan, seconded Leonie Hapeta.

The COMMITTEE RESOLVED
1. That the Play, Recreation & Sport Committee receive the presentation for
information.
Clause 10-21 above was carried 14 votes to 0, the voting being as follows:
For:
Councillors Billy Meehan, Leonie Hapeta, Brent Barrett, Susan Baty, Rachel Bowen, Zulfiqar
Butt, Renee Dingwall, Lew Findlay QSM, Patrick Handcock ONZM, Lorna Johnson, Orphée
Mickalad, Karen Naylor, Bruno Petrenas and Aleisha Rutherford.
Moved Rachel Bowen, seconded Billy Meehan.

2. That the Chief Executive engage with Manawatu GymSports to discuss
their future needs and report back to the Play, Recreation & Sport
Committee.
Clause 10-21 above was carried 12 votes to 2, the voting being as follows:
For:
Councillors Billy Meehan, Brent Barrett, Rachel Bowen, Zulfiqar Butt, Renee Dingwall, Lew
Findlay QSM, Patrick Handcock ONZM, Lorna Johnson, Orphée Mickalad, Karen Naylor, Bruno
Petrenas and Aleisha Rutherford.
Against:
Councillors Leonie Hapeta and Susan Baty.

11-21

Confirmation of Minutes
Moved Billy Meehan, seconded Karen Naylor.

The COMMITTEE RESOLVED
1. That the minutes of the Play, Recreation & Sport Committee meeting of 24
February 2021 Part I Public be confirmed as a true and correct record.
Clause 11-21 above was carried 13 votes to 0, with 1 abstention, the voting being as follows:
For:
Councillors Billy Meehan, Leonie Hapeta, Brent Barrett, Rachel Bowen, Zulfiqar Butt, Renee
Dingwall, Lew Findlay QSM, Patrick Handcock ONZM, Lorna Johnson, Orphée Mickalad, Karen
Naylor, Bruno Petrenas and Aleisha Rutherford.
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Abstained:
Councillor Susan Baty.

12-21

Draft Play Policy 2021 (Rēhia Papaioea! Play Palmy, Play!) - deliberations
and adoption
Memorandum, presented by Julie Macdonald - Strategy & Policy Manager.
Councillor Vaughan Dennison entered the meeting again at 9.38am.

In discussion, Elected Members requested a report on recent shade audit
information and findings, as well as that the Play Policy annual
implementation monitoring report includes specific information on amenity in
play spaces, both with particular attention to distribution across
neighbourhoods.
Moved Billy Meehan, seconded Karen Naylor.

The COMMITTEE RECOMMENDS
1. That Council adopts the Play Policy 2021 (Rēhia Papaioea! Play Palmy,
Play!), included as attachment 1 to the memorandum titled ‘Draft Play
Policy 2021 (Rēhia Papaioea! Play Palmy, Play!) – deliberations and
adoption’ presented to the Play, Recreation & Sport Committee on 14 April
2021.
Clause 12-21 above was carried 15 votes to 0, the voting being as follows:
For:
Councillors Billy Meehan, Leonie Hapeta, Brent Barrett, Susan Baty, Rachel Bowen, Zulfiqar
Butt, Vaughan Dennison, Renee Dingwall, Lew Findlay QSM, Patrick Handcock ONZM, Lorna
Johnson, Orphée Mickalad, Karen Naylor, Bruno Petrenas and Aleisha Rutherford.
Moved Brent Barrett, seconded Patrick Handcock ONZM.

2. That with reference to the Sun Protection Policy 2010, the Chief Executive
report to the Play, Recreation & Sport Committee on recent shade audit
information and findings, with particular attention to neighbourhood-level
availability of shade in public places.
3. That the Play Policy annual implementation monitoring report includes
specific information on amenity in play spaces, with particular emphasis on
equitable distribution among neighbourhoods.
Clauses 12-21 and 12.2-21 above were carried 15 votes to 0, the voting being as follows:
For:
Councillors Billy Meehan, Leonie Hapeta, Brent Barrett, Susan Baty, Rachel Bowen, Zulfiqar
Butt, Vaughan Dennison, Renee Dingwall, Lew Findlay QSM, Patrick Handcock ONZM, Lorna
Johnson, Orphée Mickalad, Karen Naylor, Bruno Petrenas and Aleisha Rutherford.
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13-21

14 APRIL 2021

Committee Work Schedule - April 2021
Moved Aleisha Rutherford, seconded Karen Naylor.

The COMMITTEE RESOLVED
1. That the Play, Recreation & Sport Committee receive its Work Schedule
dated April 2021.
Clause 13-21 above was carried 15 votes to 0, the voting being as follows:
For:
Councillors Billy Meehan, Leonie Hapeta, Brent Barrett, Susan Baty, Rachel Bowen, Zulfiqar
Butt, Vaughan Dennison, Renee Dingwall, Lew Findlay QSM, Patrick Handcock ONZM, Lorna
Johnson, Orphée Mickalad, Karen Naylor, Bruno Petrenas and Aleisha Rutherford.

The meeting finished at 10.02am
Confirmed 20 October 2021

Chairperson
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ITEM 7

MEMORANDUM
TO:

Play, Recreation & Sport Committee

MEETING DATE:

20 October 2021

TITLE:

Update on Manawatū GymSports Incorporated's Proposal for a
New Gymnastics Facility

PRESENTED BY:

Julie Macdonald - Strategy & Policy Manager

APPROVED BY:

David Murphy, Chief Planning Officer

RECOMMENDATION(S) TO PLAY, RECREATION & SPORT COMMITTEE
1. That the report titled ‘Update on Manawatū GymSports Incorporated’s proposal
for a new gymnastics facility’ presented to the Play, Recreation and Sport
Committee on 20 October 2021 be received for information.

1.

ISSUE

Manawatū GymSports Incorporated (MGI) made a presentation to the April
meeting of the Play, Sport and Recreation Committee outlining its achievements
and current challenges.
To better cater for the increasing demand for gymnastics, MGI is planning to
purpose-build a new 2000m2 gymnastics facility and require a site, potentially on
Council land, for this proposal.
Following the presentation, the Chief Executive was instructed to report back to the
Committee on MGI’s future needs.
2.

BACKGROUND

Founded in 1976, MGI has operated out of several locations and, since 2018, has
been based in an industrial building located on Malden Street. This building is 1190m2
and is leased by MGI.
MGI offers a full range of gymnastics activities ranging from pre-school to
competitive level. Numbers have grown 31% since 2020 and provide sessions for
nearly 17,500 people a year.
At the April presentation, MGI identified that the Malden Street building has several
constraints that limit occupancy and the ability to host major gymnastics
competitions, including insufficient carparking.
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3.

MANAWATŪ-WHANGANUI REGIONAL SPORTS FACILITY PLAN

A key consideration in the development of any new sports facility is the direction
provided in the Manawatū-Whanganui Regional Sports Facility Plan (RSFP). The
recommended approach is to ‘explore developing a sub-regional facility in either
Whanganui or Palmerston North’. It is noted that within the RSFP gymnastics facilities
are categorised as ‘specialised facilities’ due to their unique requirements, such as
permanent/ fixed equipment and building height.
Integral to the implementation of the RSFP is the application of the investment
decision-making process that guides facility proponents, and decision-makers such
as Council, to consider the merits of the proposal against a range of criteria. A
critical part of this process is establishing a demand-based case for the facility as
well as considering how the proposal aligns with national, regional and local plans
and strategies.
The facility investment process can be summarised as:
1. Facility Concept Outline: summary of the proposed project/key facts by Council
and/or sports code/community (PROCEED/STOP)
2. Preliminary Feasibility Assessment: high level assessment ot test needs and
viability of the facility concept (PROCEED/STOP)
3. Detailed Feasibility Assessment:
development (PROCEED/STOP)

examines all areas of the potential facility

4. Memorandum of Understanding: sets out stakeholders/partners’ expectations.
5. Detailed Business Case: finanacial implications of the proposed development in
greater detail (PROCEED/STOP)
6. Partner and Funding agreements:
development

negotiation between parties to the facility

The PROCEED/STOP commentary shows there is a key decision point at the end of
each process step.
Sport Manawatū plays a key co-ordinating role in the implementation of the RSFP
and this role is included within the funding agreement with Council. Proponents with
proposals for sports facilities serving a regional, sub-regional or national/international
role are guided through this decision-making process by Sport Manawatū staff.
Council staff play a supporting role in the process as moving through the process
steps may require Council decision-making about the level of investment or support
requested by the proponent group. Higher level sports facilities will serve district and
local needs, and therefore Council is involved at all stages of discussion.
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Sport Manawatū and Council staff met with MGI’s manager to discuss the proposal
further. Staff also provided guidance on Council processes regarding sports facility
planning and community occupancy/leasing.

FACILITY CONCEPT OUTLINE

The first stage of the investment decision-making process is the preparation of a
Facility Concept Outline (FCO). This briefly describes the proposal and outlines the
key facts such as indicative capital and operational costs, and possible locations. A
key part of the FCO is to outline the perceived need for the facility and how it aligns
with the strategic direction of regional and national sports organisations and with
Council’s own priorities.
MGI has prepared an initial FCO (attached). Key features of this are:
•

Provision of specialised equipment in a fit-for-purpose facility to cater for
competitive gymnastics in a safe manner

•

A proactive committee and management team that has already secured
$200,000 towards the building project

•

Strong club growth and now being the fourth largest club in the country

•

Attraction of gymnasts from a wide geographic catchment

•

An openness to accommodate other compatible uses whilst also
acknowledging the need for specialist equipment that can’t be shifted and
therefore limits shared use options (other than common areas such as
administration and toilets/changing facilities)

•

An explanation of the current constraints of the layout and how a new
purpose-built facility would overcome these

•

Specific building
trampolining

•

An indicative building cost of $3.4 million based on Gymnastics NZ guidance
for a regional hub facility

•

Potential to host more events that provide an economic benefit to the City

•

A keenness to be considered in Arena Manawatū development opportunities

•

Seeking Council land to build on and lease to give assurances about
proceeding with the building project

•

A plan to fundraise for the balance of the capital build costs

heights

to

cater

for

competitive

gymnastics

and

MGI hopes to have a new facility plan confirmed within the next five years.
The criteria for assessing the FCO are:
•

Degree of alignment the facility proposal has with national, regional and
local plans and strategies (including the RSFP)
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4.

Degree to which projected needs are met

•

Track record of the proponent organisation

ITEM 7

•

More work is required by Council and Sport Manawatū to assess the FCO against
these criteria.
5.

OTHER FACTORS TO CONSIDER ALONGSIDE MANAWATŪ GYMSPORT’S
PROPOSAL

Council is shortly to review the Arena Master Plan to confirm the remaining projects.
The redevelopment of Arena 5 (replacement of the Bell and Barber Halls) is a
potential opportunity for a new gymnastics facility to be considered.
Through the 10-year plan two programmes were approved that will inform MGI’s
proposal as it progresses through the initial phases of the investment decision-making
process. These are:
•

The review of the Palmerston North parts of the RSFP (to occur in year 1) followed
by an overall review of the RSFP in year 2;

•

An indoor courts/sports needs assessment (to occur in years 3/4).

Council is also about to consult on the draft Support and Funding Policy that
includes processes for determining new community occupancies on Council
property. As MGI has requested Council land for the building project then further
discussion on land requirements will be required alongside the RSFP process.
6.

NEXT STEPS

Sport Manawatū and Council staff will continue to work with MGI on the initial FCO
submitted to provide advice and seek any clarification needed.
Staff propose to report back to the Committee in early 2022 with further advice on
progressing the proposal following the RSFP process (by applying the assessment
criteria outlined above to this first stage of work in the decision-making process) and
to further consider suitable Council land or facility development projects as part of
this proposal.
7.

COMPLIANCE AND ADMINISTRATION

Does the Committee have delegated authority to decide?
If Yes quote relevant clause(s) from Delegations Manual 167.2

Yes

Are the decisions significant?

No

If they are significant do they affect land or a body of water?

No

Can this decision only be made through a 10 Year Plan?

No

Does this decision require
Consultative procedure?

consultation

through

the

Special No
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Is there funding in the current Annual Plan for these actions?

Yes

Are the recommendations inconsistent with any of Council’s policies or No
plans?
The recommendations contribute to Goal 2: A Creative and Exciting City

The recommendations contribute to the achievement of action/actions in
Communities

Active

The action is: Contribute to pre-feasibility or needs assessment work (as required by
Council’s commitment to the Regional Sports Facilities Plan)
Contribution to
strategic
direction and to
social,
economic,
environmental
and cultural wellbeing

The RSFP was endorsed by Council in 2018 and the investment decision-making process has guided a number of proposals.
Applying this process consistently ensures that the Council’s
strategic direction is a key consideration and that there is a
linkage made to social well-being.

ATTACHMENTS
1.

Manawatū Gymsports facility outline ⇩
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ITEM 7 - ATTACHMENT 1

Facility Outline – Manawatu GymSports
Description of Proposal and Key Facts
We are the only non-profit gymnastics sports club in Palmerston North. We are an Incorporated
Society and are looking to build a purpose built gymnastics facility to meet our growing membership
and participation numbers and continue to be able to offer programmes in the wider community. In
doing so this would additionally allow us to provide a vital missing piece of equipment for our
gymnasts; a soft foam pit for bar, rings, vault and beam work. As our competitive gymnasts grow in
numbers and the skill level increasing, this is becoming a key health and safety issue.
Our club is run by a strong team of volunteers who form our committee. This team works closely
with our management team that is made up of our Club Manager, Recreational Head Coach, Junior
Women’s Artistic Gymnastics (WAG) Head Coach, Senior WAG Head Coach, Men’s Artistic
Gymnastics (MAG) Head Coach. The structure of the club is made up with the committee overseeing
strategic governance of the club, and our management team overseeing operational activities.
As part of the club’s strategic plan, the committee and management team have been proactively
planning toward ownership of our own building that is fit for purpose and able to meet our overall
club strategic mission of providing our community with quality gymnastics programmes in a fun, safe
environment, where all gymnasts, coaches and volunteers, can reach their potential, grow and be
challenged. We are building our savings and currently have just over $200,000 in a building saving
reserve, that we are actively contributing to, growing this sum.
We have been operating since 1976 with both a strong operational and governance ability. At the
start of 2016 we had begun work on growing our club, we had a membership of 291. By the start of
2018 that had grown to 433 which saw us needing a bigger space, so we made plans to move. We
set up our new home in Malden Street at the end of 2018 ready to begin in Term 1 of 2019 - by then
with a roll of 647. When we presented to PNCC in Term 1 2021, our numbers had grown to 890;
since then we have continued growing and now have 956 enrolled members for Term 3 of 2021.
We are currently the 4th largest club in New Zealand, with North Shore, TriStar (Auckland) and
Christchuch above us. We have the largest number of athletes in NZ for Women’s Competitive and
the 2nd largest for Men’s Competitive. We are definitely holding our own in growth and
performance.
In addition to our enrolled members, we have had
●
●

an average of 336 people per week, attending casual sessions
2,473 one-off attendances during Term 2 for holiday programmes, schools and birthday
parties.

Our facility is used 7 days a week from 9am to late each day, with our latest class finishing at
9.30pm. We are open, and offering a variety of programmes 50 weeks of the year. This includes
●
●
●
●
●
●

PreSchool
Recreational
Tumbling
Trampoline
Recreational Competitive
Full Competitive (WAG and MAG)
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●
●
●
●
●
●
●

Coached Adult classes and open Adult sessions
Birthday parties
Holiday programmes
Holiday sessions for external providers
School programmes
Special needs programmes.
Early childhood sessions

In Term 2, we provided 24,988 hours of training in our facility across all that we offer. Due to the
size of our building and facility constraints, we are now having to turn down school bookings, as we
cannot accommodate schools and preschool at the same time. We are also limited now in our
recreational classes, with a waitlist for these. We attract gymnasts from as far as Wanganui, Levin
and Dannevirke to train with us as well as a large number from Feilding, Pahiatua, Marton, Foxton
and other areas in the wider region.
While our competitive programme has seen growth and success, both regionally and nationally, we
are now in a position where we are having to cap our competitive programme due to the safety risks
associated with not having a foam pit to further the skills that our gymnasts are needing to achieve.
To mitigate this we have had to find an interim solution for our gymnasts, which has included
travelling to Wellington to train in Wellington where they have access to a pit. This is not a long
term viable option, as our competitive gymnasts who require this type of equipment are already
training in house, for between 9-15 hours per week. From a wellbeing perspective this is not
sustainable for our gymnasts or coaches.
Shared Facilities
We are often constrained when we work to progress our sports needs, as the focus for sports
facilities is moreso aligned toward multi-use. As a committee, we understand and appreciate the
need for creating and gaining the most value from facilities where practical, however, due to the
nature of our specific equipment, we are limited in terms of being able to share space. Moving our
equipment would take days, and there is the potential for this to be damaged in the process. The
club has made a significant investment in providing our community and our gymnasts with the
highest quality equipment we can, for both their ongoing development, as well as their safety
needs.
We are using the space for 74 hours a week, Monday to Sunday, which leaves little free time or
capacity for any other group to use this area. We can of course look at sharing with another group
to make use of shared common areas such as parking, changing rooms and toilets, and we are open
to considering any options for this. We have proactively been in touch with the Climbing Wall group
to see if we could find some common ground and would happily have Feilding Gym locate with us if
that suited them. We are very happy to be considered as part of any co-sharing facility.
Facility Concept
One issue that we face currently is that our building is set up as effectively two gymnastics spaces.
During the day we use one side as our PreSchool space, as the layout and equipment is safe and
appropriate in this area for this age group. When we have no preschool classes on site, we run
school’s programmes across both spaces. However, we are unable to offer smaller school bookings
at the same time as preschool because our facilities are open plan, and due to this it would not be
safe for either group to do so. As a result, we are turning down school bookings, as there is no room
left in the timetable to be able to accommodate them.
After school we use both spaces for recreational and competitive gymnastics. We are bursting at the
seams at this point in the day, and have groups struggling to find space to train. To manage this we
have had to restrict recreational gym for all classes, so now, have a waitlist.
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A new construction and what we are proposing would allow us to have a similar layout to what we
currently have and how we utilise this during the day for schools, and after school for a combination
of competitive and recreational. The proposed, would have an additional space similar to our
current preschool space, that would be separated with a wall and seating between the two spaces.
This would enable us to run programmes at the same time, all day and provide the capacity to
expand our numbers both after school and on weekends. It would also allow us a designated space
to include a pit with rings, bar, vault and beam over it increasing safety and opportunity for our
athletes. We would also be able to increase our equipment to cater for our growing numbers.
Holiday programmes would also be larger - again, we have had to turn down many bookings for
these as all of our sessions fill up.
For us to operate within the competitive gymnastics programme we require a minimum ceiling
height of 6.5m, with a desirable minimum height of 8m, - which we need as we run competitive
boy’s (MAG) programmes so the rings take up and require this level of space. For our trampoline
classes a minimum height of 10m, and a desirable minimum height of 12m.

Indicative Costs
Gymnastics NZ Facility Guide suggests we should be considering a Regional Hub Facility, which meets
the needs of all codes that we offer for a wider regional catchment. Their indicative build cost for
this is $3,420,000 (2016 figures).
Proposed facility location
In February 2016 we began talks with PNCC and Arena Manawatu to inquire to understand what the
proposed redevelopment of the arena may look like, and if there was the possibility of the club
being considered as part of this. At this time, these talks have not progressed much further. We are
still keen to be considered in any opportunities located at the Arena, should these arise.
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In the 2018 Manawatu-Whanganui Regional Sport Facility Plan it stated that within the 1-3 year
timeframe that Sport Manawatu and PNCC would look to “Explore developing a regional or subregional hub for gymsports”. We have continued to engage with this group throughout this time in
an attempt to progress any opportunity for us, unfortunately at this stage we have been unable to
make any progress. The club is still very much interested in being considered in this space, and open
to meaningful conversation.
Throughout this time, we have continued to grow our club in terms of members with a yearly
enrolled number of 1,360 for 2016 compared to 3,376 for the last 12 month period.
We continue to offer employment opportunities to coaches in the region, with a team of 28 working
for us now. All of these coaches are in continued education with Gymnastics NZ, have police vetting,
first aid qualifications and have completed Child Safety training.
Over this timeframe the operational and strategic governance functions of the club have continued
to go from strength to strength, all providing a strong, financially stable, future focused active
contribution to the Manawatu-Whanganui community.
Potential Governance and Management Structure
We have a team who will be working on this project for our club that comprises of
●
●
●
●
●
●
●

Brendon Munford (Club President and providing corporate knowledge)
Mark Sullivan-Jones (Club Vice-President)
Jane Donaldson (Club Treasurer, Chartered Accountant)
Kim Fenn (Club Manager)
Karina Field (Committee Member)
Kylan Taylor (Head of MAG, providing gymnastics knowledge),
Claire Gesterkamp (Coach, Judge and Architect)

The governance of our club will continue under our current committee structure and the
management of operations will also continue as per our current model outside of this project. This
is made up of:
●
●
●
●
●
●

Club President
Club Vice President
Club Manager
Club Treasurer
Club Secretary
8 Committee Members.

We host 4 competitions a year, attracting 489 entrants nationally. These gymnasts also bring
coaches, officials and spectators with them, but our building is limited in terms of numbers and what
we can offer. Having a more suitable facility would enable us to offer events that would attract
greater numbers to our events, provide a greater experience for those involved, further increasing
our reputation of being a club of choice for attendance to competitions, and attract visitors to the
region and positively contribute to the regional economy.
Financial Assistance
We are seeking assistance from PNCC in terms of land, based on a peppercorn ground rent to give us
assurity around safety of building. We would then endeavour to fund the building costs ourselves
via a combination of grant applications, fundraising and finance options.

Thank you for taking the time to consider this outline.
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MEMORANDUM
TO:

Play, Recreation & Sport Committee

MEETING DATE:

20 October 2021

TITLE:

Sport Manawatū - Annual Report 2020/21

PRESENTED BY:

Julie Macdonald - Strategy & Policy Manager

APPROVED BY:

David Murphy, Chief Planning Officer

RECOMMENDATION(S) TO PLAY, RECREATION & SPORT COMMITTEE
1. That the report titled ‘Sport Manawatū - Annual Report 2020/21’ presented to the
Play, Recreation and Sport Committee on 20 October 2021 be received for
information.

1.

ISSUE

In July 2019 a new three-year funding agreement was entered between Sport
Manawatū and the Council. A strategic partnership plan forms part of this
agreement and includes outcomes aligned to Council’s strategic direction,
particularly as expressed in the Active Community, Active and Public Transport,
Events and Festivals, and Economic Development Plans.
Six and twelve-month reports are required under the agreement. The six-month
progress report, to the end of December 2020, for year two of the agreement was
presented to Committee February 2021.
Attachment 1 is Sport Manawatū’s annual report to the Council for the period from 1
July 2020 to 30 June 2021. Attachment 2 is Sport Manawatū’s audited accounts.
Attachment 3 provides an analysis of the measures of success for outcomes relevant
to the funding agreement and an assessment of how Sport Manawatū is tracking
against these. This analysis is also briefly summarised in section 3 of this report).
Attachment 4 provides an analysis of the relevant Council Plan measures that relate
to the outcomes in the funding agreement.
2.

BACKGROUND

Sport Manawatū is an independent charitable trust and receives multiple and
diverse sources of funding, including from Ihi Aotearoa - Sport New Zealand, the
Palmerston North City Council, other councils in the region, the MidCentral District
Health Board, and community trusts. Sport Manawatū works towards meeting
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Council has funded Sport Manawatū since the early 1990s. Over time the grant has
increased as services were added, including strategic plan implementation, event
support, and active transport promotion. Changes in the level of grant funding has
reflected organisational changes by Council (such as fluctuations in in-house versus
outsourced delivery models) as well as Council policy changes (including changes
to community outcomes and the Community Funding Policy).
The funding agreement outcomes, based on Council’s 2018 strategic direction are:
1. Palmerston North has the most active community in New Zealand.
2. People have the skills to safely and confidently cycle, and walk, on our active
transport network and system (roads, footpaths, shared paths, cycleways).
3. Everyone is encouraged to be active by playing and being active in sport and
recreation facilities (places and spaces) across our City.
4. Sports and community sport events create social and participation opportunities
as well as economic benefits.
These outcomes guide Sport Manawatū’s reporting. Some of the activities and
priorities that were in the previous fee for service contract have been incorporated
into the outcomes within the current 2019-22 funding agreement.
3.

ANNUAL REPORT 2020/21 – YEAR TWO PROGRESS TOWARDS OUTCOMES

The degree to which Sport Manawatū’s success measures have been met for each
outcome area is summarised in the table below and expanded on in attachment 3.
This assessment has been developed as an outcome of ongoing discussion with
Sport Manawatū. The work of Sport Manawatū over the past very challenging
months is particularly acknowledged.
Outcome 1: Palmerston North has the most active community in NZ
Success measure

Summary comment

Conclusion

1. Proof of up-skilling and
innovation in the sector
through training initiatives,
opportunities and activities

Evidence of the provision of training
initiatives, activities and opportunities is
provided, and this measure has been met.

Met

2. Establishment of the Active
Community Forum

This forum was not established although
there is evidence of other similar activities
including the Play, Recreation and Sport
sector conference and the ‘See Her Be her’
women and girls’ events. More evidence of
the impact on community wellbeing/social
connectivity is required to fully meet this

Partially
met
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several different investment outcomes through its activities and, therefore, this report
includes activities that aren’t solely funded through Council’s funding agreement.

ITEM 8

measure of success.
3. Track levels of physical
activity and compare these
to other regions

The data provided by Sport Manawatū is
useful
and
improvements
to
data
presentation
will
enable
clearer
interpretation.

Partially
met

4. Evidence of a community
activity plan for identified
suburbs

More evidence of an implementation
plan/approach and key results are required
to fully satisfy this success measure. Insights
obtained from data will also help understand
what suburbs are least inactive and need
targeted support.

Partially
met

5. Documented evidence of
programme uptake and
benefits

This measure was partially met as evidence
was not consistently reported across all
programmes. In future reporting, measures
should record the benefits as well as the
uptake e.g. participant numbers.

Partially
met

6. Documented evidence of
the application of funds
and benefits to recipients

Evidence of the application of the Active
Communities Fund is provided in the report.
A fund recipient story documents the types
of benefits received through this funding and
therefore partially meets the success
measure.
More evidence of the fund’s
benefits could be provided in future
reporting.

Partially
met

7. Evidence
that
insights/research
is
influencing decisions on
Council’s places and places

Sport Manawatū has shown an increased
emphasis on the value of evidence and
research to inform decisions and has been
involved in several Council decision-making
processes.

Partially
met

8. Distribution to the sector of
relevant information and
research leading to good
decisions

Like the measure above, it is hard to
definitively link the distribution of information
to good decision-making. There is a range
of
information
distributed
by
Sport
Manawatū through various means not been
covered in the report.

Partially
met

9. Track participation in sport
and
active
recreation
activities and events

While the sports code data presented in the
report provides a useful year-on-year
comparison and broadly shows what sports
are experiencing growth, stability or decline,
the reliability of this data is uncertain. Sport
Manawatū provides no analysis of this data
in its report nor reports on any events (apart
from those supported by the Sports Event
Partnership Fund). While some tracking of
participation is evidenced in the report,
improvements could be made.

Partially
met
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This measure has been partially met based
on the reported information.

Partially
met

11. Demonstration or examples
of the implementation of
the RSFP recommendations

The
comprehensive
information
and
examples reported demonstrates that this
measure has been met.

Met

12. Create a tool to help
determine
future
sport
facility provision needs

While it is acknowledged that some tools
have been developed, these require more
refinement. An iterative approach has been
taken as sports facility work is dynamic and
involves many different elements to
determine
needs
e.g.
data
and
demographic analysis. This measure is partly
met and requires further work.

Partially
met

ITEM 8

10. Evidence
that
the
community
is
easily
accessing the information
and resources they need to
be active

Outcome 2: People have the skills to safely and confidently cycle, and walk, on our active
transport network and system (roads, footpaths, shared paths, cycleways)
13. Evidence
that
people’s
(particularly
children’s)
cycle skills are improving
through evaluation of the
relevant programmes

This measure is being met based on the
reported information.

Met

Outcome 3: Everyone is encouraged to be active by playing and being active in sport and
recreation facilities (places and spaces) across our city
1.Evidence that communities
(children and adults) prioritise
outdoor play in the home,
community, school and club

This measure is difficult to meet without a
bespoke measurement tool and this has not
been provided in the report. Design of a
survey (or similar) will be further discussed
with Sport Manawatū to further contribute to
meeting this measure.

Not met

Outcome 4: Sports and community sport events create social and participation opportunities
as well as economic benefits
1. Retention of North Island
and national secondary
school sports events.

While this measure was partially met, it is
understandable in the current Covid-19
impacted environment that not all events
were retained. It is noted that some schoolaged events were supported through the
SEPF but not at the national or North Island
level of competition normally retained by the
City.

Partially
met

2. Increase
in
economic
benefits
from
sporting
events supported by Sport

There was demonstration of an increase in
the economic benefit accruing from SEPFsupported events compared to the previous

Met
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3. Monitor the social benefits
of other community-based
events supported by Sport
Manawatū
i.e.
Ethkick,
Pasifika Volleyball.

ITEM 8

Manawatū/Council
(through the allocation of
the Sports Event Partnership
Fund

2019/20 annual report.

While there is some capture of the social
benefits in the report, it is understood
through discussion with Sport Manawatū that
monitoring each of these opportunities
happens informally rather than through the
routine capture of data. More discussion on
how these benefits can be better measured
is required and could include a requirement
for event organisers to provide an
assessment in their funding applications or
post-event reports.

Partially
met

Overall assessment of performance for 2020/21:
Sport Manawatū has demonstrated good progress towards meeting the success measures in
the funding agreement. There is a wide range of activities and priority areas described in the
annual report with the success measures providing clarity for performance monitoring. In
many cases Sport Manawatū has provided good quantitative data but there are
opportunities to improve the way this information is presented, and analysed, to better
demonstrate the impact of its work. Additionally, there could be improvements made to the
collection of qualitative data to enable better fulfilment of the success measures. Staff will
work with Sport Manawatū to clarify reporting expectations and any improvements that
need to be made. This may involve re-visiting the success measures so they are easier to
report against.

4.

COUNCIL’S PLAN MEASURES

The funding agreement between Sport Manawatū and the Council requires the
Council to report back on the high-level measures in Plans that relate to the
outcomes. The rationale for this is to see evidence of behaviour change that both
Sport Manawatū and the Council have contributed to. Attachment 4 provides an
analysis of the relevant Council Plan measures that relate to the outcomes in the
funding agreement.
5.

OTHER MATTERS

There are some other matters that Sport Manawatū has not reported on but are
worth noting for the 2020/21 year:
•

Sport Manawatū commissioned consultants Third Bearing to prepare reports using
unspent SEPF funds from 2019/20: one reviewed the administration of the SEPF
and developed attraction and retention plans for sports events; the other was a
bid document aiming to secure the 2022 National Touch Tournament. Council
approved this funding in October 2020.
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A Regional Sports Facility Plan roadshow took place in December 2020 organised
by Sport Manawatū at Fitzherbert Park, to provide an opportunity for the sports
sector to understand more about the respective roles Council and Sport
Manawatū have in navigating through the decision-making process outlined in
the RSFP.

•

Sport Manawatū hosted a sector forum for consultation on the Council’s 10-year
plan Palmy 2021-31 in April 2021.

•

Sport Manawatū shifted office in April 2021 to a more high-profile city centre
location and re-branded shortly afterwards.

6.

NEXT STEPS

Council and Sport Manawatū staff continue to work closely together on the wide ranging activities and initiatives covered by the funding agreement and to reach
agreement on priorities.
Negotiations on a new funding agreement and partnership plan will also
commence early in 2022. Sport Manawatū will present its next report to Council for
the six months ending in December 2021 in 2022.
7.

COMPLIANCE AND ADMINISTRATION

Does the Committee have delegated authority to decide?

Yes

If Yes quote relevant clause(s) from Delegations Manual 167.2
Are the decisions significant?

No

If they are significant do they affect land or a body of water?

No

Can this decision only be made through a 10 Year Plan?

No

Does this decision require
Consultative procedure?

consultation

through

the

Special No

Is there funding in the current Annual Plan for these actions?

Yes

Are the recommendations inconsistent with any of Council’s policies or No
plans?
The recommendations contribute to Goal 2: A Creative and Exciting City

The recommendations contribute to the achievement of action/actions in
Communities

Active

The action is: Carry out regular monitoring and reporting with Sport Manawatū
Contribution to
strategic
direction and to
social,
economic,

A strong working relationship with Sport Manawatū is essential in
meeting a range of strategic outcomes sought by the Council.
The delivery of actions, priorities and outcomes in the Active
Community Plan requires close collaboration with Sport
Manawatū who are well-positioned in the community to deliver
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•

relevant services. The funding agreement and strategic
partnership plan guides services and activities delivered to the
community.

ATTACHMENTS
1.
2.
3.
4.

Sport Manawatū - Annual report to Palmerston North City Council
(June 2020 - July 2021) ⇩
Sport Manawatū Annual Audited Accounts for 2020/21 ⇩
Sport Manawatū Annual report - officer assessment of success
measures 2020/21 ⇩
Council Plan measures - 2020/21 ⇩
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19th January 2021
Letter of Thanks for Support of Kahlia Creedy
To Whom It May Concern
We wish to extend our thanks for the donation that was made from the Active Communities Fund towards
Competitive Gymnastics Training fees for Kahlia Creedy. The $500 contribution was used to pay for all of
Kahlia’s training fees in Term 4 of 2021 and towards the term fee in Term 1 2021.

Kahlia has built a real love for gymnastics over her time here at Manawatu Gymsports. The last term has seen her
progress in a new level of competitive gymnastics, which has allowed her to learn a whole new set of skills. She's
made some amazing progress on beam, which is an apparatus that doesn't always come easy to her. Kahlia thrives
on apparatus that use her strength and power; however, beam requires a gymnast to slow down and have more
control. So, seeing her progress in this area has been really great.
Gymnastics has not only allowed Kahlia to learn new gymnastics skills but has also helped her develop
characteristics that benefit other areas of life, too. She has developed great perseverance, learning not to get
discouraged when struggling to master a new skill. It takes a long time to master new skills in gymnastics - a lot of
preparation work is put in before a gymnast even attempts a new skill, and when a new skill is eventually
attempted a gymnast will often fail over and over before succeeding. Kahlia stays positive and works hard,
knowing that if she doesn't give up, then her hard work will eventually pay off. She's also greatly improved her
ability for focus, making sure not to get distracted when working independently by all that's going on around her.
These skills will continue to serve her well in other areas of her life and in the future.
Kind regards
Kim Fenn
Club Manager
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ATTACHMENT 3 - ANALYSIS OF SUCCESS MEASURES IN THE PNCC/SPORT MANAWATŪ FUNDING AGREEMENT FOR THE 2020/21 YEAR
Success measures - officer comments

Sport Manawatū’s role in outcome area

Support the capacity, capability and sustainability of play, sport and active 1.
Proof of up-skilling and innovation in the sector through training initiatives, opportunities and activities recreation clubs, organisations and codes (“the sector”) in order to improve
Sport Manawatū has provided many examples in its report of training initiatives, opportunities and activities
participation and activity rates
designed to improve the sector’s capability and capacity. An example is the co-ordination of a Regional
• Facilitate bringing together stakeholders (health, education) to improve physical
Sports Organisation General Manager group including a professional development series for this group.
activity levels
• Development of stronger communities using Play, Recreation and Sport
Conclusion: Evidence of the provision of training initiatives, activities and opportunities is provided and this
measure has been met.
Priority areas
• Deliver training, seminars/conferences and programmes to the sector*
2.
Establishment of the Active Community Forum - whilst an active community forum has not been organised,
• Co-ordinate an Active Community Forum or similar opportunity to bring together
Sport Manawatū has instead, in discussion with staff, provided targeted multi-year opportunities for women
sport, play and active recreation stakeholders and partners e.g. Regional Sports
and girls through the ‘See Her Be Her’ programme. This approach aligns with Sport NZ’s release of the
Conference
‘Women and Girls in Sport and Recreation’ strategy in 2018. In late 2020 Sport Manawatū organised a ‘Play,
Recreation and Sport’ sector conference with the key themes of ‘balance is better’ and ‘thinking
differently’. This is a key sector forum that brings together a wide range of participants with Sport Manawatū
noting that the conference was well-received with 97% of the respondents either satisfied or very satisfied
with their experience.
•

Conclusion: This forum was not established although there is evidence of other similar activities including the Play,
Recreation and Sport sector conference and the ‘See Her Be her’ women and girls’ events. More evidence of the
impact on community wellbeing/social connectivity is required to fully meet this measure.

Outcome 1: PN has the most active community in NZ

3.

Track levels of physical activity and compare these to other regions – Sport Manawatū has presented
insights data for the City highlighting levels of inactivity (and comparing the City with North Harbour and
to the rest of New Zealand) and the City’s most popular forms of physical activity. Understanding these
statistics enables Sport Manawatū to develop participant-focussed and targeted approaches to its
services and activities that are aiming to address inactivity – particularly when understanding how many
people are involved.

Conclusion: Tracking this type of data is useful but the improvements to the way it is presented to enable clear
interpretation should be addressed for this success measure to be met.
• Deliver, or support through allocation of funding grants, locally-led community
4.
Evidence of a community activity plan for identified suburbs – Sport Manawatū has provided an honest
initiatives to increase physical activity levels for particular individuals,
account about the challenges of implementing intervention models, such as a community activity plan,
whanau/families or communities, or areas, within the City
into the Roslyn community without having firstly established relationships with community stakeholders.
Despite these challenges, Sport Manawatū report that they have now established good connections with
Priority areas
stakeholders, that led to three Roslyn-based physical activity-based programmes. Sport Manawatū’s
• Identify up to three priority suburbs and monitor progress of increased physical
reflections on the experience of targeting a suburb will be valuable for initiatives being considered in other
activity over the next three years
parts of the City (such as in Awapuni).
• Deliver Green Prescription and Active Families programmes*
• Deliver activities and other complementary initiatives aimed at increasing Conclusion: More evidence of an implementation plan/approach and highlighting key results is required to fully
community participation
satisfy this success measure. Insights obtained from data will also help understand what suburbs are least inactive
• Co-ordinate Kiwi Sport funding for the Regional Sports Trust region* [replaced by Tu and need targeted support.
Manawa Active Aotearoa Funding]
• Co-ordinate the Active Communities Fund (for low income access to opportunities)
5.
Documented evidence of programme uptake and benefits – Sport Manawatū has provided good
• Work with Rangitāne o Manawatū to develop a physical activity plan designed to
evidence of the number of participants supported through the GRx and Active Families programmes and
encourage whānau to be more active.
resultant health and well-being benefits. It also supported several community participation events including
an ‘Everyone Active Festival’ on the Railway Land in March 2021 that showcased many active
*indicates contribution from other organisations/partners
opportunities available in the City. Sport Manawatū acknowledged that it was hard to gauge numbers
that engaged with the festival; however, the event provided a good foundation for future festivals. The
programme impact snapshots provide good evidence for the new Kiwis healthy lifestyle programme.
1|Page
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Success measures - officer comments

Sport Manawatū’s role in outcome area

Conclusion: This measure was partially met as evidence was not consistently reported across all programmes. In
future reporting, measures should record the benefits as well as the uptake e.g. participant numbers.
6.

Documented evidence of the application of funds and benefits to recipients - Sport Manawatū has shown
the allocation of Council funding that support people to overcome barriers to being physical active. The
Active Communities Fund was over-subscribed in 2020/21 and supported 61 people; last year the fund was
fully subscribed and supported 80 people.

Conclusion: Evidence of the application of the Active Communities Fund is provided in the report. A fund
recipient story documents the type of benefits received through this funding and therefore partially meets the
success measure, although more evidence of the benefits could be provided or summarised in future reporting.
•

Provide leadership advice on plans and projects that enhance opportunities for 7.
communities to be active and enhance decision-making.

Evidence that insights/research is influencing decisions on Council’s places and places – Sport Manawatū
have placed increased emphasis on the importance of evidence and research to inform decisions on
Council’s plans and projects. The Regional Sports Facility Plan (RSFP) process and input into needs
assessments and feasibility studies are heavily reliant on data e.g. Sport NZ Active NZ surveys, local
membership and participation data (see measure #9 below). Sport Manawatū and the Council have
recognised that this is an area that needs more attention. The ‘Sport Readiness’ project outlined in the
report is designed to improve data capture in order to provide a solid evidence-base for decision-making.

Priority areas
• Work with Council staff and other stakeholders including presenting to Council’s
Sport and Recreation Committee on issues and/or projects impacting the sector or
community
• Provide insights/research on local trends and issues impacting on Council’s Places
and Spaces
Conclusion: Sport Manawatū have shown in its report an increased emphasis on the value of evidence and
research to inform decisions and have been involved in a number of Council decision-making processes. While
it is difficult to definitively prove what influence Sport Manawatū has had on Council decisions it concluded that
it has partially met this measure.
8.

Distribution to the sector relevant information and research leading to good decisions - This is a difficult
measure to demonstrate, however, Sport Manawatū has provided examples of its participation in Council’s
planning processes including the Arena Master Plan Steering Group (where it both represents the view of
the sport and recreation sector as well as providing guidance on the RSFP decision-making process). It has
also facilitated meetings with indoor sports users and aquatic groups to discuss concerns as well as inform
groups of the RSFP and 10-year plan processes (and proposed sports facility-related programmes).

Conclusion: Like the measure above, it is hard to definitively link the distribution of information to good decisionmaking. There is also likely to be a range of information distributed by Sport Manawatū via various means and
this has not been fully described in the report. Despite this it is assumed that there is a co-relation between the
two and therefore this measure has been partially met.
9.

Track participation in sport and active recreation activities and events - Membership and participation
data has also been presented in the annual report for 29 sport and recreation codes collected over the
last seven years. Sport Manawatū and Council are currently working on a ‘Sport Readiness’ project that
aims to educate the sector on better data collection and to better explain how the data is used to inform
decision-making.

Conclusion: While the sports code data presented in the report provides a useful year-on-year comparison and
broadly shows what sports are experiencing growth, stability or decline, the reliability of this data is uncertain.
Sport Manawatū provides no analysis of this data in its report nor reports on any events (apart from those
supported by the Sports Event Partnership Fund). While some tracking of participation evidenced in the report,
this is an area where improvements could be made. This measure has been partially met
• Act as the “shop front” for the community to better access sport and active 10.
Evidence that the community is easily accessing the information and resources they need to be active recreation opportunities in the City
Sport Manawatū uses a range of information sources for the community to access information such as its
website and social media channels. There is evidence captured in the report of the number of views and
Priority areas
followers of these channels. While not noted in its report, Sport Manawatū also shifted office in April 2021 to
2|Page
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Success measures - officer comments

Sport Manawatū’s role in outcome area

Ensure staff are available to assist the community to meet their play, sport and
a more high-profile city centre location on The Square - Te Marae o Hine, and re-branded shortly after this
active recreation needs
shift.
• Maintain a website and social media presence (e.g. Facebook) that is up-to-date
and informative
Conclusion: This measure has been partially met based on the reported information.
• Maintain databases of clubs and facilities to ensure they are current
• Provide regional leadership for the development, rationalisation or optimisation of 11.
Demonstration or examples of the implementation of the RSFP recommendations - Sport Manawatū has led
sports facilities
the implementation of the recommendations in the Manawatū-Whanganui Regional Sport Facility Plan
(RSFP) since it was finalised in 2018. The RSFP includes a decision-making process to assist with sports facility
Priority areas
development proposals. Sport Manawatū is funded by Council through programme #1422 to carry out this
• Co-ordinate the implementation of recommendations in the Regional Sports Facility
co-ordination role. In its report Sport Manawatū’s role has included co-ordination of a cross-council steering
Plan (RSFP)
group, organising a separate funders’ forum and working with several facility proponents to navigate
• Provide advice to Council and sports facility proponents on the investment
through Plan’s processes. The benefits of using this approach have been evidenced in the report through
decision-making framework
descriptions of a number of projects including: a proposed gymnastics facility (Manawatu GymSports Inc.),
covered courts for tennis and netball (Netball Manawatū and Manawatū Lawn Tennis Club), a climbing
wall, an artificial football turf (Central Football) and on-going work facility improvement work for outdoor
bowls. Council and Sport Manawatū staff have recently compiled a list of facility projects to better track
each one’s progress and ensure that it is clear which organisation is leading the process, and which one is
supporting the process.
•

Conclusion: The comprehensive information and examples reported demonstrate that this measure has been
met.

Outcome 2: people have the skills
to safely and confidently cycle
and walk on our active transport
network and system

12.

Create a tool to help determine future sport facility provision needs - While some tools have been
developed by Sport Manawatu staff to assist with the implementation of the decision-making process in
the RSFP, there is still a need to refine these, simplify the decision-making process and confirm what
information is expected of proponent groups at each of the process steps. This work will be discussed with
Sport Manawatū in more detail particularly as the RSFP is being reviewed in two stages over the next two
years.

Conclusion: While it is acknowledged that some tools have been developed, these require more refinement. An
iterative approach has been taken due to sports facility work being dynamic and involving many different aspects
to determine needs e.g. data and demographic analysis. This measure is partly met but one that requires further
work in discussion with Sport Manawatū.
• Be one of the main behaviour change agents (advocates) for active transport 1.
Evidence that people’s (particularly children’s) cycle skills are improving through evaluation of the relevant
including promoting the benefits of walking and cycling for recreation and
programmes - This years’ annual delivery target was of 660 programme participants (grade 2) was
commuting
exceeded with a total of 1317 participants receiving instruction with 966 of these receiving grade 2
instruction. Waka Kotahi reviewed Sport Manawatū’s Bike Ready instruction in November 2020 with good
• Play a supportive role in engaging with active transport stakeholders such as NZTA,
feedback received on the programme delivery. Sport Manawatū has survey insights from participating
Horizons Regional Council, adjoining Councils, advocacy groups etc.
schools that showed that a third of participants reported riding their bike more often following cycle skills
instruction, and over three quarters of participants (78%) reported feeling more confident riding a bike
Priority areas
following the instruction.
• Run and promote cycle skills education programmes (through the national Bike
Ready programme)
Conclusion: It is considered that this measure is being met based on the reported information.
• Ensure there is co-ordination of walking and cycling related events and activities
• Provide support for the Bikes in Schools programme
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3:
is
Outcome
everyone
encouraged to be active by playing
and being active in sport and
recreate in facilities across our City
Outcome 4: sport and community sport events create social opportunities and
economic benefits

•

Increase awareness of opportunities to be active in Council’s sport and recreation 1.
facilities, parks and reserves

Priority areas
• Develop a Play Plan to implement actions from the Council’s Play Policy
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Success measures - officer comments

Sport Manawatū’s role in outcome area

Evidence that communities (children and adults) prioritise outdoor play in the home, community, school
and club - Sport Manawatū’s report demonstrates the delivery of a range of localised play initiatives
including a series of ‘pop-up places to play’ that aimed to showcase local opportunities in Council’s parks
and reserves network.

Conclusion: This measure is difficult to meet without a bespoke measurement tool, such as a survey or capturing
participant voice, being carried out. Design of a survey (or similar) will be further discussed with Sport Manawatū
to meet this measure.

•

Build strategic partnerships with recreation and sport providers, organisations (e.g. 1.
national and regional sports organisations) and other stakeholders to successfully
host national and North Island school sports events

•

Facilitating a collaborative approach ensures the City continues to attract and
retain sports events

Retention of North Island and national secondary school sports events - One national secondary school
sports event (volleyball) usually retained on an on-going basis was supported through the SEPF during the
reporting year. Sports events funded through the Sports Events Partnership Fund have been heavily
impacted on by COVID-19 restrictions. Although Sport Manawatū has a key role in administrating the SEPF,
meeting this measure is beyond Sport Manawatu’s control in the current environment.

Conclusion: While this measure was partially met, it is understandable in the current Covid-19 impacted
Priority areas
environment that not all events were retained. It is noted that some school-aged events were supported through
• Administer the Sports Events Partnership Fund on behalf of /with Council including the SEPF but not at the national or North Island level of competition normally retained by the City.
the establishment of an Advisory Group comprising Sport Manawatū, PNCC and
CEDA representatives to assess and approve applications.
2.
Increase in economic benefits from sporting events supported by Sport Manawatū/Council (through the
• Develop a retention plan for North Island and National Secondary School Sports
allocation of the Sports Event Partnership Fund) – In its report, Sport Manawatū has estimated that the 27
events
sporting events supported through the Sports Event Partnership Fund have contributed an estimated $7.4
• Ensure that for supported events there is improved experience for participants and
million to the City’s economy over the past year; this compares to the previous year’s estimated economic
visitors including through the use of tikanga and Te Reo Māori
benefit of $6.8 million from 13 SEPF supported events. The economic benefit calculations used in the report
are based on the Fresh Info events economic model.
Conclusion: This success measure has been met as there was demonstration of an increase in the economic
benefit accruing from SEPF-supported events compared to the previous 2019/20 annual report.
3.

Monitor the social benefits of other community-based events supported by Sport Manawatū i.e. Ethkick,
Pasifika Volleyball – there are a number of community events described in the annual report (e.g. Pickleball
‘have-a-go’, EID festival and the Everyone Active Festival, and workplace challenges) that all have a range
of social benefits.

Conclusion: While there is some capture of the social benefits in the report, it is understood through discussion
with Sport Manawatū that monitoring each of these opportunities happens informally rather than routinely
capturing data. More discussion on how benefits can be better recorded is required for this measure to be met
and could include a requirement for event organisers to provide an assessment in their funding applications or
post-event reports.
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ATTACHMENT 4 - Strategic Partnership Plan Outcomes – PNCC high level measures (from relevant Council Plans)
Outcomes

High level measures (at Plan Description of measures
level)

1. Palmerston
North
has
the
most
active
community
in NZ

Increase participation rates for all
adults in sport and recreation
(Active Community Plan)

PARTICIPATION RATES (PHYSICAL ACTIVITY)

Source: PNCC City Dashboards/Active NZ surveys
Comment: Covid-19 has disrupted the Active NZ surveys carried out by Sport NZ - Ihi Aotearoa; therefore, these figures cannot be updated.
Sport NZ has confirmed a PNCC-only physical activity measure based on the combined results of the 2017 and 2018 Active NZ surveys. The percentage of PNCC adults
participating in any form of physical activity (including participation in sport and recreation) is 73% compared to 69.6% for the Manawatū region. Physical activity levels
for young people (5-17) is higher than for adults at 91.9% but is less than young people in the region overall. These percentages will be used as the benchmark for
measuring physical activity over the period of the Sport Manawatū/PNCC funding agreement as there is no measure for 2019/20.
2. People have
the skills to
safely
and
confidently
cycle, and
walk, on our
active
transport
network and
system
(roads,
footpaths,
shared
paths,
cycleways)

Increase in cyclists
Increase in pedestrians
(Active and Public Transport Plan)

ACTIVE TRANSPORT – WALKING AND CYCLING
Source: Statistics New Zealand
Comment: The source of this information is the 2018 census and so this table has not been updated since reporting on the last annual report.
In 2018, 1,446 or 3.4% of the City’s people biked to work and 1,083 or 5.9% biked to education; both of these figures are higher than the national average. In terms of
walking/jogging in 2018, 2,895 or 6.8% used this means to get to work and 3,387 or 18.4% walked/jogged to get to education. The 2018 Census percentage figures will
be used as the benchmark for measuring means of travel to work and education over the period of the Sport Manawatū/PNCC funding agreement as there is no
measure for 2019/20.
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Increase
in
use
of
parks,
sportsfields and playgrounds
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3. Everyone is
encouraged
to be active
by
playing
and
being
active
in
sport
and
recreation
facilities
(places and
spaces)
across
our
City

PARKS, SPORTSFIELDS AND PLAYGROUNDS USE

Estimated visits to parks & sportsfields and playgounds - 2019 to 2021
6,000,000

5,000,000

4,000,000

1,966,479

1,737,488

1,630,306

Sportsfields and playgrounds

3,000,000

Parks

2,000,000

3,139,537

2,944,773

3,085,352

2020

2021

1,000,000

0
2019

Source: PNCC Annual Resident’s surveys 2018/19, 2019/20 & 2020/21 – extrapolated from Parks, Reserves and Open Spaces: Visit Frequency data and population
estimates
Comments: Visits to Council’s parks and greenspaces are estimated to be over 3,000,000 and over 1,700,000 visits to sportsfields and playgrounds for the 2020/21 year.
These figures are higher than the previous year but are lower than two years ago. Lower numbers in 2020 potentially reflect COVID-19 lockdown and restrictions on
accessing some public places.
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CENTRAL ENERGY TRUST – COMMUNITY SPORT AND RECREATION

CENTRAL ENERGY TRUST ARENA - COMMUNITY
EVENTS - SPORTS - 2017/18 TO 2020/21
number of events

2017/18

2018/19

2019/20

2832

2169

2471

2782

6570

8160

9157

event hours
8775

Increase in use of Central Energy
Trust Arena for community sport
and active recreation

2020/21

Source: PNCC
Attendance:
• 130,949 people attended or participated community sport events at CETA in 2021/21.
• 177,573 people attended or participated community sport events at CETA in 2019/20.
• 195,800 people attended or participated community sport events at CETA in 2018/19 (source: https://performance.envisio.com/dashboard/Palmerston-north-citydashboards/Goal-5139-Goal-5139-LongTermTarget-5345).
Source: Palmerston North City Council
The following classifications are used for measuring types of events to determine publicly attended events, closed community activities and purely commercial use.
Public and Community events are each split between sport and non- sport related activity.
• Public Events- Sport: Sports events where the public can attend and may be charged an admission fee. Examples: Mitre 10 Cup, Speedway, Silver Ferns, Super
Rugby, Rose City Ballroom Dancing & Roller Derby
• Public Events- Non-Sport: Events other than sports events where the public are able to attend and may be charged an admission fee. Examples: Home Show,
Women’s Lifestyle Expo, Big Boys Toys, Rail X, Red Cross Book Sale, Concerts, Pidgeon & Poultry Show, Sort It Expo, PN Cat Show
• Community Events- Sport: Regular club/ school users where local clubs/ associations organise weekly competitions, events or seasons for community participation.
Example: PN Basketball, Manawatū Club Rugby, Marist Summer Soccer, Trainings, School sports tournaments, PN Volleyball, PN Table Tennis, PN Badminton
• Community Events- Non-Sport: Organisations/ not for profit/ community groups organise events based around community participation. Examples: PNBHS Prizegiving,
Rotary Club lunches/ dinners, Muslim Association, Church Services, Westmount School
• Commercial Events: Events organised by private or commercial organisations for invited guests only. Examples: Business Trade Shows, Weddings, Business Dinners,
Seminars, Business Training
• National Sports Events: National Sports Tournaments organised by National bodies for Regional, North Island or National Championships. Examples: National
Secondary School Volleyball, National Youth Futsal Championships, AA Basketball Championships, New Zealand Junior Team Badminton Championships, New
Zealand Secondary School Table Tennis Championships.
Comment: In terms of the community sport event hours at CETA, these increased from 2017/18 to 2018/19 but decreased in 2019/20 due to COVID-19 restrictions. The
2020/21 year has seen the numbers recovering but there are still on-going impacts from Covid-19 impacting on paticipation and attendance. As noted for 2019/20, in
2020/21 the ‘community events – sport’ category, in terms of both hours of use and number of events, has the greatest proportion of use for all event categories.
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AQUATIC FACILITY USE

Increase in use of aquatic facilities
(Active Community Plan)

Use of Council's aquatic facilities - 2017/18 to 2020/21
700000

600000

36923

0
0
500000
147287

178501

400000

18650

191282

156068

300000

200000

388982

379030

379,020
316824

100000

0
2017/18

2018/19
Lido Aquatic Centre

2019/20

Freyberg Community Pool

2020/21
Splashhurst

Source: Community Leisure Management
Comments: In 2020/21 there were over 600,000 visits to Council’s pools: Splashhurst Community Pool, Lido Aquatic Centre and Freyberg Community Pool. This number is
up on the previous year which was impacted on by COVID-19 restrictions.
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Increase in number of North Island
and national school sports events
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4. Sports and
community
sport events
create social
and
participation
opportunities
as well as
economic
benefits

NORTH ISLAND AND NATIONAL SCHOOL SPORTS EVENTS
In 2020/21 there was one national secondary school events supported by the Sports Events Partnership Fund:
• Secondary School Volleyball National Tournament (CETA)
There were also a number of age-grade sports events held over the year:
• Basketball Manawatu regional secondary school championships (CETA)
• CD U15 girls cricket tournament (Ongley, Manawaroa and Fitzherbert Parks)
• Manawatū junior triathlon festival
• Lower North Island U15 softball tournament and secondary school Div 2 softball nationals (Colquhoun Park)
Source: Sport Manawatū Annual report 2020/21

Increase
in
participation
community events
(Events and Festivals Plan)

in

COMMUNITY EVENTS (SPORT & RECREATION FOCUSSED)
Ethkick football tournament – 350 participants (2020) ; 54 teams (Feb 2021 at CETA)1
Super 7 series (fun run and walk) – 1500 people per event (2020); estimated at 1500 (Jan/Feb 2021) 2
Park Run - 160 (average) finishers a week (2020 & 2021)3
Palmy I Tri’d the Tri Series - average of 750 participants over 5 weeks (2020); estimated 750/week for Feb 2021 series4
Weet-bix Kids Tryalthlon - more than 2200 children (aged 7-15) in 2019; event was cancelled in 2020 due to Covid-2019; event was held in March 2021 – numbers
unavailable

1

https://www.stuff.co.nz/manawatu-standard/news/124312783/palmerston-norths-ethkick-adds-fair-play-points
https://www.stuff.co.nz/manawatu-standard/news/300203215/runners-and-walkers-get-into-stride-as-popular-event-begins
3
https://www.parkrun.co.nz/palmerstonnorth/
4
https://www.stuff.co.nz/manawatu-standard/news/300221576/kids-tri-series-expects-record-numbers
2
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MEMORANDUM
TO:

Play, Recreation & Sport Committee

MEETING DATE:

20 October 2021

TITLE:

Sports Event Partnership Fund Review and Sports Events
Retention and Attraction Plans

PRESENTED BY:

Julie Macdonald - Strategy & Policy Manager

APPROVED BY:

David Murphy, Chief Planning Officer

RECOMMENDATION(S) TO PLAY, RECREATION & SPORT COMMITTEE
1. That the report titled ‘Sports Event Partnership Fund Review and Sports Events
Retention and Attraction Plans’ including the ‘Sports Event Partnership Fund
Review – prepared for Sport Manawatū (June 2021) by Third Bearing Ltd’
presented to the Play, Recreation & Sport Committee on 20 October 2021 be
received for information.

1. ISSUE
The purpose of this report is to share the findings of the report ‘Sports Event
Partnership Fund Review – prepared for Sport Manawatū (June 2021) by Third
Bearing Ltd’ (attachment 1).
The report findings will be used to inform future decisions on how the Sports Event
Partnership Fund (SEPF) will be administered. Council’s funding agreement with Sport
Manawatū, which has responsibility for administering the fund, is in the last year of a
three-year term. It is therefore timely to consider any impacts of the report’s
recommendations in upcoming negotiations for a new agreement.
The report will also guide decisions on which organisation is best placed to lead the
sports events attraction and retention activities recommended in the report.
2. BACKGROUND
The administration of the SEPF is currently outsourced to Sport Manawatū through its
funding agreement with Council. In October 2020 the Council approved a request
from Sport Manawatū to commission a report on the Sports Event Partnership Fund
using carried-forward funds from 2019/20. Local consultants, Third Bearing, were
employed to prepare the report that focused on:
•

Preparing an attraction and retention plan for secondary school and other
events, and
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Reviewing the administrative aspects of the Sports Event Partnership Fund

One of the outcomes sought from this work was to clarify organisational roles and
responsibilities for sports event attraction and retention activities. Sports event
attraction and retention activities (related to the SEPF) are currently determined by
the resources available within Council and Sport Manawatū at any given time.
It is noted that the SEPF is a contestable fund within the draft Support and Funding
Policy currently being prepared for public consultation. Feedback on the SEPF
through this policy process will potentially further shape the fund’s priorities and
guide administrative aspects at a high level. However, more detailed fund
administrative matters are the responsibility of the decision-making panel made up
of Sport Manawatū, Council and the Central Economic Development Agency
(CEDA) staff operating under a Terms of Reference.
3. REPORT RECOMMENDATIONS
The report (attachment 1) identified four key recommendations with more detailed
recommendations included within the body of the report:
1. The SEPF should shift from the current administrative focus to one that includes a
more strategic focus.
2. There needs to be a clearer split in the fund between high-value sports events
and those of less priority.
3. Some way needs to be found to provide additional funds to attract additional
sports events.
4. Wider players need to be included on the panel, helping to reinforce ‘re-cycling’
and create more representation by those who benefit.
It is noted that (with respect to the third recommendation) an additional $40,000 for
the SEPF was agreed through the 10-year plan (programme 2114) from 2021/22. This
takes the total annual amount of funding in the SEPF to $260,000.
4.

CONSIDERATIONS FOR FUTURE FUND ADMINISTRATION AND IMPLEMENTATION OF
THE ATTRACTION AND RETENTION PLANS

With the findings of the report now available, Sport Manawatū and Council staff
have begun discussing potential options for the funding agreement negotiations. As
part of this options exercise, the following matters are being considered:
•

Whether the current outsourcing model is the best way to administer the fund
given its multiple purposes, priorities and alignment to different strategic and
organisational goals;

•

Whether the SEPF panel’s responsibilities should be expanded through its Terms of
Reference to take a more strategic function and work on the implementation of
the attraction and retention plans (as recommended in the report);
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•

The resourcing impacts on the respective organisations involved in the SEPF to
implement the attraction and retention plans. For example, can this work be
accommodated within the new funding agreement with Sport Manawatū or are
more resources required;

•

Upcoming feedback on the SEPF’s role and priorities received through the
consultation and deliberations process on the draft Support and Funding Policy.

•

Whether changes are made to the structure and administration of the SEPF to
better reflect Council’s strategic intent (through funding agreement negotiations,
where appropriate).

5.

NEXT STEPS

Decision-making on the policy direction for the SEPF through the draft Support and
Funding Policy will coincide with the beginning of negotiations on a new funding
agreement with Sport Manawatū.
Sport Manawatū and Council staff will continue to assess the advantages and
disadvantages of the options under consideration. Further analysis is required, along
with confirmation of the policy context for the SEPF, before a preferred option is
taken into funding agreement negotiations next year. Resourcing implications will
also be considered alongside the selected option and reported back to Council for
further decision-making if necessary.
6.

COMPLIANCE AND ADMINISTRATION

Does the Committee have delegated authority to decide?
If Yes quote relevant clause(s) from Delegations Manual 167.2

Yes

Are the decisions significant?

No

If they are significant do they affect land or a body of water?

No

Can this decision only be made through a 10 Year Plan?

No

Does this decision require
Consultative procedure?

consultation

through

the

Is there funding in the current Annual Plan for these actions?

Special No
Yes

Are the recommendations inconsistent with any of Council’s policies or No
plans?
The recommendations contribute to Goal 1: An Innovative and Growing City

The recommendations contribute to the achievement of action/actions in
Economic Development
The action is: Attract, fund and manage events which bring significant economic
benefit to the city (through the Major Events Fund, Art Event Fund and Sports Event
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•

ITEM 9

Partnership Fund)
Contribution to
strategic
direction and to
social,
economic,
environmental
and cultural wellbeing

The Sports Event Partnership Fund supports operational costs for
sports events hosted in Palmerston North that have an economic
benefit and enhance community connectedness and health
outcomes (goals 1 and 2). The findings of the report on the fund
will inform future decisions on how it should be administered to
deliver on Council’s strategic intent.

ATTACHMENTS
1.

Sports Event Partnership Fund Review - prepared for Sport
Manawatū (June 2021) ⇩
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Sports Event
Partnership
Fund Review
PREPARED FOR SPORT MANAWATŪ
June 2021
Version: Final
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1. Introduction
Appointment and Terms of Reference

Swimming Manawatū

Dianne Farmer

Sport Manawatū commissioned Third Bearing Limited to
undertake a review of the Sports Event Partnership Fund
(SEPF) to ensure that the SEPF was being administered
as effectively as possible and that the attraction and
retention of sports events to Palmerston North City is well
coordinated and leverages the strengths of the City and
SEPF partners.

Golf NZ

Dayne Bulloch

Central Football

Donald Piper

Hastings District Council

Kev Carter

Hamilton City Council

Gary Ho

Porirua City Council

Helen Brookes

There were four main parts to the Terms of Reference:

Christchurch City Council

Brooke Jones

> Recommend improvements to the SEPF and its
administration (including the SEPF panel)
> Develop a Sport Event Attraction Plan
> Develop a Sport Event Retention Plan
> Define key roles/responsibilities in relation to the
areas above.

Abbreviations
The following abbreviations are used throughout the text:
NSO – National Sports Organisation
RSO – Regional Sports Organisation
SEPF – Sport Event Partnership Fund

Work Programme and Reporting

PNCC – Palmerston North City Council

The assignment was commissioned in March 2021 with a
draft report delivered on May 2021. Comments on the draft
were received from Sport Manawatū and Palmerston North
City Council (PNCC), and a final report was issued on 18
June 2021.

CEDA – Central Economic Development Agency
MBIE – Ministry for Business, Innovation and Employment
CET – Central Energy Trust
CBD - Central Business District

Our work was carried out by Julie Keane and Tyson Schmidt.

Probity
Methodology
Our work consisted of three main approaches:
> Interviews with SEPF panel members (and
other representatives of their organisations),
event organisers, industry, and Regional Sports
Organisations.
> Review and analysis of material provided to us by
Sport Manawatū and PNCC.
> Wider research of other local authority sport eventrelated funds and potential sport events that could be
attracted to the City.
Our work did not constitute an audit and the work
undertaken does not allow us to present any opinion in
terms of any potential misappropriation, fraud, or other
mismanagement related to the SEPF.
A list of the key people we interviewed is provided below:
Sport Manawatū

Tania Garratt
Victor Romero
Stuart Robinson
Brad Cassidy
Lynley Montgomery

PNCC

Ann-Marie Mori
John Lynch
Luke McIndoe

CEDA

Linda Stewart
Janet Reynolds

Volleyball New Zealand

Toni-Maree Carnie

Accommodation Association NZ Sally Attfield
Sports Event Partnership Fund Review

Sport Manawatū and PNCC officers provided initial
background information and were interviewed for this
project. A number of other stakeholders, including event
organisers who have applied to the SEPF, were also
interviewed. We have considered the advice and requests
from all parties involved but are satisfied that none have
inappropriately influenced our report or its conclusions.

Acknowledgements
The co-operation and assistance of the people we
interviewed for this project is gratefully acknowledged.

Disclaimer
Third Bearing Limited has prepared this report in accordance
with the instructions of its client on the basis that all data
and information that may affect its conclusions have
been made available to us. No responsibility is accepted
if full disclosure has not been made. We do not accept
responsibility for any consequential error or defect in our
conclusions resulting from any error, omission or inaccuracy
in the data or information supplied directly or indirectly.
Images used in this report were made available to us by
Sport Manawatū and we have relied on their copyright and
clearance processes.
This report has been prepared solely for our client for
the stated purpose. Third Bearing Limited, its officers,
agents, subcontractors and their staff owe no duty of
care and accept no liability to any other party, make
no representation or warranty as to the accuracy or
completeness of the information or opinions set out in the
report to any person other than to its client including any
errors or omissions howsoever caused, and do not accept
any liability to any party if the report is used for other than
its stated purpose.
3
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2. Overview of findings
SEPF Administration
1.

The SEPF is currently best described as passive and
administrative in focus. It is passive in terms of the SEPF
receives applications rather than applications being
actively sort, and administrative in that the assessment
of applications follow a well prescribed process.

2.

Our view is that the SEPF could be more effective if a
more strategic approach was developed alongside its
administrative functions. This would require the panel to
agree and action attraction and retention plans, and also
take a longer-term approach with strategically important
sports events.

3.

4.

5.

6.

We found that the criteria being applied by the panel
during deliberations aligned with the objectives for the
SEPF as outlined in the Terms of Reference, and that
the process was well documented. We do note that the
scoring criteria have changed from that outlined in the
original Terms of Reference, but not to the extent that
this will have changed any funding outcomes.
There is little differentiation in terms of the process –
all applications follow the same process regardless of
strategic importance or scale of funding being asked
for. This can lead to a high level of consistency of
consideration across applications, but does mean that
the scale of administrative effort for each application
is largely the same. Finding ways to tailor effort to the
scale and nature of each application may help free up
human resource to be more strategic in approach. It is
evident that the relationship Sport Manawatū has with
the applicant is of importance; the quality of applications
received and the time spent to process does differ if the
relationship is strong i.e time to process is shorter due to
the knowledge of the organisation and the event.
We did not find any systemic issues in terms of funding
being applied to applications that did not meet SEPF
criteria. There were a small number of instances where
the level of funding received did not clearly align with
assessment scoring – usually this was a result of high
scoring events not applying for as much as lower scoring
events. We only found one event being declined funding:
in fact, there is an argument that the funding criteria
could be more rigorously applied resulting in fewer
events being funded, helping to create some headroom
in the SEPF for retention and attraction. There was one
other instance where funding was provided to an event
where it had not received panel approval.
If a more strategic approach is to be taken to the SEPF –
including retention and attraction of events being more
actively pursued – then we recommend that additional
voices are added to the SEPF panel. We did not see
evidence of industry and business being represented
in SEPF decisions. This could be rectified through
the inclusion of representatives from the likes of the
Chamber of Commerce and/or Hospitality Association
of New Zealand as part of the panel. Industry would
increase their awareness of how important sporting
events are to the local economy, and could help
contribute to the City’s value proposition when attracting
and/or retaining events.

7.

Retention plan
8.

We could not find evidence of a retention plan other than
consistent funding of national secondary schools events
‘by default’. Our view is that the funding cap of the SEPF
makes any retention plan difficult to achieve alongside
any growth goal or active attraction efforts.

9.

If retention was to be a clear goal for the SEPF, we would
expect to see:
> a targeted approach which places retention effort on
the events that deliver the greatest benefit to the City
(as defined by the scoring criteria)
> a retention approach would be agreed by SEPF
partners for each of the strategic sports events,
given that each event is likely to have different
requirements and drivers in terms of retention
> responsibility for managing the relationship with the
identified strategic sports events would be assigned,
and actions to support the retention approach clearly
assigned.

10. One of the most important retention tools would be
the ability to sign sports events under a multi-year
agreement. This would remove the need for the event
organisers to make annual applications, and allow
for a higher-level relationship where all parties can
work toward leveraging benefits wider than what the
SEPF can provide. For example, in return for a multiyear agreement, the SEPF panel may agree to assist
the event organiser to obtain local sponsorship and
support (thereby lessening the requirement for SEPF
funding). Aligning these multi-year agreements with
Sport Manawatū’s three year contract with PNCC would
provide assurance that the funding committed to these
events is included in PNCC’s Long Term Plan.

Attraction plan
11.

We did not find any actively coordinated efforts to attract
new events under the SEPF. We are aware of one-off
instances where an opportunity presented itself and
groups associated with the SEPF organised themselves
to take advantage of the situation, using the SEPF
as part of the toolkit (i.e. earmarking funds as part of
the offer). However, these one-off instances are not
replicated as part of a strategic attraction approach by
SEPF partners.

12.

There are a number of opportunities to attract additional
sports events using the SEPF. We have listed potential
attraction targets in Appendix 1. Some of these will require
long-term relationship building to position the City for
when the events become available (i.e. once their current
location is relinquished), and others will require a more
opportunistic approach to ‘pitch’ for events to relocate.

1
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We looked at how other local authorities manage funds
similar to the SEPF. In terms of size of fund, the SEPF
compares well and is not under-funded in our view.
Some other local authorities have a wider mix of funds
that can be applied to smaller lower-value events which
means their versions of the SEPF can be more tightly
targeted to higher-value1 events.

As assessed by the SEPF matrix criteria.
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13. However, given the capped and passive nature of the
SEPF, this will either require:

B.

> an increase in funding available through the SEPF

While the scoring system provides a good degree of
transparency around priority for funding, it is possible
for sports events in the ‘middle-band’ of the criteria to
be funded for a variety of different reasons. For example,
a strategically important national event that returns
high economic benefit but only has a one year contract
and makes a poor application may score the same as
a regional event with lower economic benefit but has
a multi-year contract and a high quality application.
While this may lead to the correct funding decision in
the short-term, over time we would expect to see the
strategically important event receiving more prominence
or effort as part of attraction and retention plans.

> applications to be made to other funding avenues such
as the Major Events Fund or other community funds
> a reduction in funding of lower-value applications in
order to reallocate this to attracting additional highervalue sports events
> a model where multi-year contributions to events
reduce over time, freeing up funds to be applied to
new events (on the basis that the reduction would be
replaced by industry or community support).
14. Our view is that the third and fourth options should be
pursued first to ensure value-for-money from existing
SEPF funding.
15.

Successful retention and attraction plans would include:
> maximising the relationships that the City already
holds with strategic sports partners (volleyball,
softball, basketball etc)

C.

> agreeing on common areas of importance – in our
view these are secondary school events and events
of significant economic benefit as highlighted by the
SEPF Terms of Reference

> increase funding available through the SEPF
> fund some current SEPF events through the Major
Events Fund or other community funds

> taking a multi-year view to the SEPF, helping to lock-in
the highest-value events for as long as possible and
ensuring funding of medium and low-value events
does not crowd-out attracting higher-value ones.

> reduce funding of lower priority applications in order
to reallocate this to attracting additional higher-value
sports events

16. Attached is a possible retention and attraction plan
based on the above points. This will need to be adapted
and expanded depending on the rating criteria the SEPF
panel chooses.

17.

A.

We have identified four key recommendations as part
of our work on the SEPF and outline these below. More
detailed recommendations are included in the body of
the report.
The SEPF should shift from the current
administrative focus to one that includes more of a
strategic focus.
Administration of the SEPF is currently passive in
nature, with the panel assessing applications that are
sent in. The panel or the SEPF partners do not have any
strategic plans on how to attract key sporting events
or how to retain them. The panel should meet at least
once a year to confirm its strategic intentions in terms
of both attraction and retention of events, and agree
responsibilities for actions to implement these. We
recognise that this shift will require additional resourcing
to be successful – this additional resource would be
applied to the coordination of SEPF parties, facilitating
strategic direction decisions, helping to build relationship
across the sector, assisting with bid development.
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Some way needs to be found to provide additional
funds to attract additional sports events
Events tend to receive the same level of funding every
year from the SEPF. Given that the fund is capped, this
can lead to oversubscription and very little room to fund
new events. We recommend that the SEPF panel work
with PNCC to identify which of the following options can
be implemented to provide sufficient funding to continue
to attract events to the City:

> active engagement with National Sports
Organisations (NSOs) at least biannually, with both a
retention and attraction focus

Recommendations

There needs to be a clearer split in the fund between
high-value sports events and those of less priority

> implement a model where multi-year contributions
to events reduce over time, freeing up funds to be
applied to new events (on the basis that the reduction
would be replaced by industry or community support).
D.

Wider players need to be included on the panel,
helping to reinforce ‘recycling’ and create more
direct representation from those that benefit
To reinforce the ‘recycling’ approach we recommend
extending membership of the SEPF panel to include
industry and business representation (e.g. Chamber of
Commerce, Hospitality Association of New Zealand).
These groups currently benefit from the events
being funded by the SEPF and should have a voice in
the decision-making. These groups are also key for
developing wider community relationships with the
events (including in-kind or other funding support),
lessening the pressure for funding from the SEPF. We did
not find evidence of these groups being represented by
the current members of the panel.
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SEPF objectives
18. The purpose and priorities of the SEPF are clearly
outlined in the current Terms of Reference. Its purpose
is to support operational costs for sports events hosted
in Palmerston North particularly those that reinforce
economic growth and/or community spirit. Applications
are assessed against four main priorities that influence
funding decisions:
> To attract and retain national secondary school
events to the region.
> To attract and retain events that drive a significant
economic impact to the region (i.e. events that attract
200+ visitors to the region who stay at least one
night).
> To support events that enhance community spirit,
with a further focus on new events and events that
have the potential for growth. The event must be
available to large parts of the community and in some
way encourage people to get more active, more often.
> To attract events that are of significant national and/
or international importance, and positively profile the
region.
19.

Each application is assessed using a matrix system that
scores against five criteria:
> Economic Benefit2
> Importance
> Application Quality
> Strategic Benefit
> Term.

20. The Terms of Reference recognises stakeholder priorities
and of particular note are the Sport Manawatū strategic
partnerships with:
> Softball
> Cricket
> Hockey
> Netball
> Rugby League
> Volleyball and
> Basketball.
21. Assessment of strategic priorities has identified the
attraction and retention of secondary school events
remains a priority for Sport Manawatū, PNCC and CEDA.
Whilst it has been identified as a priority we have not
been able to find any actively coordinated approach to
ensuring events are attracted or retained.

Responsibilities and relationship
management
22. Sport Manawatū are responsible for the administration
of the SEPF on behalf of PNCC. The Sport Manawatū
Palmerston North Recreation Advisor is the key
administrator of the SEPF, providing a relationship
management service to the applicant and the SEPF
panel. This person is also responsible for preparing
assessments of applications for consideration by
the SEPF panel. This role appears to be passive and
administratively-focussed following a clearly prescribed
process. On occasion we note that contact may be
made directly by event applicants to other parties such
as Council staff, elected members and other Sport
Manawatū staff however they are referred on to the
administrator for follow up.
23. We have established that relationships exist between
venue operators, NSO’s, and Regional Sports
Organisations (RSO’s). Those we spoke to were aware of
the SEPF and referral to the fund might occur if funding
to support the event was required.
24. There is evidence that strong relationships exist with key
events that have been coming to the City for a number
of years and have received ongoing support through the
SEPF.
25. There appears to be a more reactionary position taken
to establishing relationships with most new applicants
as opposed to an active position. This is likely due to the
lack of a strategy driving the attraction and retention of
sport events to the City, the current level of resourcing
allocated to administering the SEPF, and the capped
nature of the SEPF.

Wider context for the SEPF
26. The SEPF is a contestable fund that has set criteria
for assessment and has a cap on the level of funding
available ($217,000 for FY 20/21). Part of the SEPF
is funded through a 10 Year Plan programme and as
such is subject to adjustment depending on Council’s
priorities. The remainder of the funding is allocated
through an operational budget. Our research shows that
funding for similar funds comes from Local or Central
Government and is administered by a panel of people
representative of Council and external parties relevant to
the sector.
27.

The Major Events Fund administered by PNCC is a
contestable fund and is designed to support the
attraction, development and growth of events in the City.
The main objective of the fund is to drive sustainable
growth in domestic visitation and promote Palmerston
North’s unique identity to a wider audience.

28. Council’s investment through the Major Events Fund is
targeted with a specific focus on events that:
2

One round of SEPF applications have been assessed through the new
Event Economics model which was introduced to evaluate the social and
economic impacts of events. One of the key objectives of Event Economics
is to provide a transparent and repeatable event evaluation process that
can be applied consistently within cities, and across cities. We note that
the introduction of this new assessment model has meant that caution
needs to be exercised when comparing economic benefit to previous years
of the SEPF due to earlier tools calculating this differently.
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> Promote domestic tourism and increase visitor
nights, promoting longer stays and increased tourism
activity, and generating visitation in the shoulder or
low seasons
> Telling and showcasing Palmerston North’s unique
story
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> Generate positive media exposure for the region
> Generate opportunities to leverage the City’s profile
and/or create a long-term legacy for the City, and
> Contribute to a diverse range of events across the
region’s wider event landscape.
29. The Major Events Fund has a minimum application level
of $10,000 and is capped at $30,000, provided the event
meets the criteria, sporting event applications would be
considered through this fund. From the total funding
pool of $200,000, year to date (2020/21) allocation
from this fund to sport and sporting related activities is
$120,000 (which includes Teams Champs, Team NZ Fan
Zone (cancelled due to Covid L2), Rural Games, Gravel
and Tar).
30. Other funding sources such as gaming trusts and
community trusts provide investment into the
sporting sector to support events. Grants from these
organisations are generally of a lower level however still
valuable to the sector. Funding through sponsorship and
business is an additional source of funding to the sector,
these opportunities require significant time to establish
relationships and to provide return on investment.
31.

A comparison of other cities sports event funding
options has shown that the current SEPF funding level
per head of capita is comparable to other locations. Most
Councils reviewed have multiple funding options for
events (sports and non-sports). Generally all grants have
a funding cap determining which fund you would apply
too, for significant events the key drivers to the level of
funding provided appear to be economic impact and
increased profile.

Council

Event
Population3 Per/Head
investment
capita

Palmerston North City
Council

$461,117

84,639

5.45

Wellington City Council

396,000

202,737

1.95

Christchurch City
Council

658,350

369,006

1.78

Manawatū District
Council

$55,000

15,222

3.61

$560,000

136,713

4.06

Porirua City Council

Tauranga City Council

$110,000

56,559

1.94

Kapiti Coast District
Council

$200,000

53,673

3.73

Rangitikei District
Council

$25,000

45,309

0.55

Hastings District
Council

$56,000

81,537

0.69

Rotorua Lakes Council

$100,000

71,877

1.39

Nelson City Council

$451,000

50,880

8.27

3

32. Wellington City Council currently operates two funds,
a SEPF with similar criteria to that of PN with a pool of
funding of $151,000. They also operate a Wellington
Venues subsidy fund with a pool of $245,000 which
allows for Wellington venues and facilities to be more
accessible to Wellington-based community groups. The
Wellington Venues subsidy supports free or low-cost
events with wide community benefits, removing the
pressure placed on the SEPF to cover these. Wellington
City Council is also able to access the regional version of
PNCC’s Major Events Fund.

Local leverage opportunities
33. The review process has identified that there is limited
coordination with regards to sport event planning
in the City. There are minimal touch points between
organisations involved in the sporting event sector
and therefore leveraging opportunities are not well
established.
34. The SEPF and its process is a starting point to
understanding what relationships could be established
and how they strategically would benefit the event
sector in the future. Some RSO’s are well equipped to
deliver and support major sporting events, with others
reliant heavily on volunteers. Some NSO’s also have
limited capacity to deliver events and are reliant on the
support of the RSO and the wider community to deliver
large scale events. Events are a conduit to increase
capability of organisations and individuals through
training and upskilling. Exposure to funding processes
and sponsorship management are a skill that can be
developed through event management activity.
35. Identifying and leveraging strategic partnership
opportunities would be a recommended focus if the
SEPF took a more strategic approach. If resource was
allocated to focus more strategically on event attraction
and retention, identifying leveraging opportunities
would form part of this direction. Creating networking
opportunities with event organisers and stakeholders will
build strong relationships and provide visibility of how
sporting events contribute to the local economy.
36. Event requirements can also drive the need for upgrades
to facilities to cater for the needs of an event. This can
provide a legacy for the City and the users of the facility
for future years to come. An example of this for the City
would be the developments at Colquhoun Park for the
World Junior Men’s Softball event. The legacy of these
developments have positioned the City well for hosting
softball events in the future, and provide a base from
which future events can be actively attracted and
retained.

Review of the sports events fund
application process
37. We have reviewed the SEPF application process and find
it to be a well-documented and structured approach. It
is very mechanical by its nature whereby all applications
follow the same assessment process regardless
of strategic importance or scale of funding being
requested.

Census 2018 data
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38. There are clear criteria set out for applicants to follow
and these are template driven which for predominately
volunteer based organisations to complete is an
added advantage. It also provides for consistency of
completion regardless of skill capability of the applicant,
this is aligned to the assessment matrix where quality of
application is assessed.

43. Emerging issues that have been identified are the level
of funding allocated from the fund to cover venue
hire and the future challenges around managing
oversubscription to the fund. Determining the key
priorities for funding allocation in the future will assist
develop an understanding of how these issues can be
managed.

39. There are no systemic issues in terms of funding being
applied to applications that did not meet the SEPF
criteria. We did recognise that a small number of funding
allocations did not clearly align with the assessment
scoring, in most cases this was reflective of the level of
funding requested by the applicant. We were only able
to find one example of an application being declined
and the reason for the decline was that if a grant was
made the event would be profit making.4 One further
application was assessed by the SEPF panel as not
scoring high enough for funding, but was subsequently
granted. This did not cause other events to be denied
funding as the SEPF was undersubscribed that year. 5

Allocation of administrative duties

40. The Investment Agreement provided to a successful
applicant establishes expectation on the delivery
of the event, the investment level, payment terms
and reporting requirements. We noted that a portion
of funding (20%) is withheld until the final report is
received, due 8 weeks after the completion of the event.
This report is a standardised template and requires
accountability reporting against what was originally
submitted. We were unable to find evidence that funding
had been withheld due to non-delivery, but were advised
that on occasion reports had not been received resulting
in non-payment of the 20%. This funding was retained in
the fund for further distribution.
41. The Terms of Reference for the SEPF clearly defines
real and perceived conflicts and the process that will
be followed if a conflict is declared. We were able to
assess this process through interviews with SEPF panel
members and are confident that this is being managed
in accordance with the Terms of Reference.
42. We noted that the Terms of Reference will require
updating in some areas:
> The eligibility criteria stipulates that applications must
be received at least eight weeks before the event
is due to take place, we understand that a degree
of flexibility is applied to this by the panel so would
recommend an amendment to this clause.

44. The Terms of Reference outlines the responsibilities of
the SEPF Panel, the Fund Administrator and the Chair.
Assessment of these roles and responsibilities shows a
clear expectation for each position.
45. Currently there are 5 panel members - 3 representatives
from Sport Manawatū, 1 from PNCC and 1 from CEDA. In
its current form the panel appear to be fulfilling a very
passive approach to funding allocation. If the SEPF took
a more strategic approach where the attraction and
retention of events were being actively pursued, we
would recommend that additional parties are introduced
to the panel.
SEPF Panel membership
Sport Manawatū

3 (including Chair)

PNCC

1

CEDA

1

Total

5

46. We believe that Sport Manawatū are best positioned to
continue administering the SEPF on behalf of Council.
This is based on their knowledge of the sporting sector
and in the assessment of the capability of organisations
to deliver on expectations. We do however note that if
moving to a more strategic focus additional resourcing
will be required to develop more active relationships
with key event providers. The coordination of key parties,
the establishment and maintenance of relationships to
support the sector and developing strategic alignment
with the sector are all components required to build the
City’s position in the sporting event market.

> The assessment scale will require updating to reflect
the new Event Economics matrix scoring system and
alignment to the Tier Prioritisation Scale.
> The membership list requires updating to reflect
current panel members.

4
5

We could not identify any criteria under the Fund which suggests an event
must be not-for-profit to receive funding.
We understand that consideration is being given to covering this
contribution from other funding sources, allowing the event to be
supported but also ensuring that SEPF funds are only applied to events
that meet the stated criteria.

Sports Event Partnership Fund Review
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50. Against this current state the Council has indicated what
it wants to achieve:

Alignment of SEPF outcomes to
Council strategic direction

> Palmerston North has a full events calendar
that caters well for different sectors of the City’s
population.

47. There are two key documents driving the strategic focus
for events in the City. Both are currently in draft form
but for the purposes of this review have been used to
establish alignment.

> Palmerston North is an easy place to hold events and
provides resources, coordinated funding and tools for
community members and event organisers to build
capability, plan, market and deliver events within the
City.

48. The first key document is the Draft Connected
Communities Plan that identifies the importance
of Events and Festivals to the City. It recognises
that community events bring significant benefits to
Palmerston North people and provide opportunities to
support community identity, and to celebrate our City.
A strong events sector enables these benefits to be
realised.

> Council support for events is clear, accessible, and
user-friendly.
> Palmerston North has varied calendar of Local and
Programmed community events that reflect and build
on the City’s identity.

49. Relevant to this review, below is where the City sees
itself currently:

> Council venues accommodate the varied needs of
community events and are community-focused in
their services.

> Council support for events and festivals includes the
provision of facilities, dedicated funding, equipment
and advice.

51.

> The City is a central and accessible location for
national and regional events. National secondary
sports tournaments and major regional sports events
are regularly held in Palmerston North, capitalising on
the sports infrastructure already in the City.

Given the above focus areas there is good strategic
alignment when considering the sports events space.
Council’s support for the sector still remains strong and
this plan identifies willingness to continue to develop in
this area.

52. We note the Draft Connected Communities Plan refers to
“Administer events grants in line with the draft Community
Support Policy coming out for consultation soon”, and that
the SEPF is noted as one of the funds being considered
under this policy. We understand Council propose to seek
approval to consult on a draft Community Support Policy
in August 2021, allowing PNCC staff an opportunity
to address issues highlighted in a recently completed
business assurance review on funding.

> There is limited coordination of funding and advice
available for community events.
> Palmerston North has an extensive and diverse
events programme, but many events are centralised
over the warmer months with limited provision
throughout the rest of the year.

How SEPF links to Strategic Partner strategies
Goal 1: An innovative and
growing city

Draft Strategic Plan 20212025

Draft Economic Development
Plan

•

Regional Leadership, it
identifies the management
and allocation of SEPF
funding.

•

Partnership and
Collaboration identifies
a strong and diverse
range of partnerships
and collaborations adding
value across the sector
organisations with a
focus on Strategic Fund
allocation.

•

Annual programme of
major events provides
incentive for people to
visit Palmerston North and
bring significant economic
benefits to the City

Goal 2: A creative and exciting
city
Draft Connected Communities
Plan
•

SEPF

Importance of Events and
Festivals to the City.
Statement of Intent 2020-21:
Profile the region to attract
people, business and investment
•

Sports Event Partnership Fund Review

Profiling the region’s
vibrancy through events
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53. The second key document is the Draft Economic
Development Plan. This plan contributes to the Council’s
goal of an innovative and growing City, and records
several key points of note for this review:
> Palmerston North has a reputation problem and no
clear strategic position or agreed identity for City
marketing.
> Visitor spending comes mostly from the domestic
visitor sector, with a high share of visitors staying with
friends and family. This cushioned the City during
the pandemic lockdown from the drop in turnover
experienced by cities with greater dependence on
international visitors.
> The annual programme of major events provides an
incentive for people to visit Palmerston North and
bring significant economic benefits to the City, but
there is not a co-ordinated calendar of major events
in Palmerston North.

54. Council identifies in this plan that they will work
collaboratively with industry to develop and implement
the City’s strategic position. It is identified that they
propose to:
> Attract, fund and manage events which bring
significant economic benefit to the City
> Provide a central point of contact and event
management resource to support the delivery of
major events in the City 2021/2022
> Develop and implement a growth and retention plan
for major events.
55. These actions align with the review we have undertaken
and support the future growth of the sector.
56. PNCC also expresses its strategic intentions in relation to
sports event retention and attraction through its funding
agreement with Sport Manawatū. This recognises that
Sport Manawatū is best placed to engage with the
sports sector as it leverages wider relationships that it
holds with the likes of NSOs. The relevant points from the
Sport Manawatū 2020/21 operational plan includes:

Strategic/Contract Outcome

Actions
(what will we do?)

Key result indicators
(what will success look like)

Sports and community sport events
create social opportunities and
economic benefits

Administer the Sports Events
Partnership Fund on behalf of/with
Council including the establishment
of an Advisory Group comprising
Sport Manawatū, PNCC and CEDA
representatives to assess and approve
applications.

Retention of North Island and national
Secondary school events.

Develop a retention plan for North
Island and National Secondary School
Sports events.

Monitor the social benefits of other
community-based events supported
by Sport Manawatū ie Ethkick, Pasifica
Volleyball.

Ensure that for supported events there
is improved experience for participants
and visitors including through the use
of tikanga and Te Reo Māori

Sports Event Partnership Fund Review

Increase in economic benefits
from sporting events supported by
Sport Manawatū/Council (through
the allocation of the Sport Events
Partnership Fund)
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Retention in the context of sports
events
57. Retention in the context of sports events needs to take
account of the natural growth and decline of sporting
codes, and that a number of codes aim to ‘rotate’ their
events around locations (sometimes in very short
timeframes). Expecting to retain 100% of events in
this context is unrealistic in our view. Ensuring that
enough new events are attracted to the City to replace
any events that are not retained is a more realistic
expectation, but requires a more strategic and long-term
approach that links retention and attraction thinking.
For example, each year the SEPF panel should identify
events that are likely to be lost over the coming 3-5
years due to factors that are unable to be influenced,
and ensure that sufficient new attraction ‘targets’ are
being pursued to replace them.

61.

> Opportunity to secure events for multiple years
(including the number of years previously hosted and
how much longer is possible)
> Time of year the event is run, taking into account any
gaps in the overall events calendar.
62. The currently hosted events that score well against
current SEPF criteria and also fit with the two above
criteria are:
> NZSS Basketball Champs
> NZSS Volleyball Nationals
> NZ Junior Badminton Teams Champs
> NZSS Road Cycling Champs Region
> Rugby Barbarians 1st XV Champs - Top 4 (Boys, Girls,
Co-Ed)

Key events to be retained
58. We have not found any evidence that a targeted event
retention approach has existed in the past. While a
number of events have been retained (and the SEPF
is noted by event organisers as one of the reasons for
retention), this has not been driven by a coordinated,
agreed plan. Given that there are a number of new
indoor facility developments occurring around the
country that will pose a threat to the City’s point of
difference (see below), a more active retention plan
should be developed.
59. The SEPF identifies four main priorities that will influence
retention decisions:

> NZ Youth Futsal Nationals
> NZSS Girls Gillette Venus Cup Cricket Tournament
> NZSS Football Girls Grant Jarvis Tournament
> NZSS Hockey Girls Jenny Hair Cup and Hatch Cup
63. Under the old economic benefit assessment model (prior
to Event Economics) these nine events were estimated
to generate over $15 million in social and economic
benefit for the City.
64. Other events that have been secured for future years
that will require future funding from the SEPF include:
> Touch Nationals

> To attract and retain national secondary school
events to the region.
> To attract and retain events that drive significant
economic impact to the region (i.e. events that attract
200+ visitors to the region who stay at least one night).
> To support events that enhance community spirit,
with a further focus on new events and events that
have the potential for growth. The event must be
available to large parts of the community and in some
way encourage people to get more active, more often.
> To attract events that are of significant national and/
or international importance, and positively profile the
region.
60. While all four points are reflected in strategic documents
of SEPF partners, in our view only the first two are key
drivers behind retention at this stage. Given that most
secondary school sports events generate significant
economic impact due to the number of participants,
these should be the singular focus in the first instance.
Non-secondary school sport events that generate
significant economic impact would be next in priority.
Events that enhance community spirit and those
primarily targeting regional profile were not assessed
as generating significant enough economic benefit to
warrant retention effort.
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When determining the events to retain, in addition to the
core SEPF criteria, consideration should be given to two
other factors:

> Central Pulse Netball
> Brian Green Super 6’s Golf Tournament; and
> Fastball 45 National League Softball.
65. Palmerston North already punches above its weight
in terms of hosting secondary school events. An
assessment of the 2021 School Sport New Zealand Event
Calendar shows there are 261 events on the calendar.
Of these only 160 events are suitable for City hosting
(removal of South Island events and those that require
facilities that our City does not have (such as open
water)). The City has suitable facilities to host 63 of the
160 events identified. Fifteen events have been allocated
to the City in 2021 – nearly a quarter of the total number
that could potentially be held here. Given it is unrealistic
to expect every event to be held in the City (and timing
of events means this would not be physically possible),
this is an impressive proportion of school events.
261 Events on the 2021 School Sport New Zealand Event
Calendar
63

Events that could be held in the City

15

Of the 63 events are held in our City (24%)
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66. The SEPF grants made to existing secondary school
events was identified in interviews as key to the retention
of these events. However, in our view funding is only
one part of the retention equation. Success in retaining
key events is also a result of strong relationships with
NSO’s, ensuring sufficient facility provision, and ensuring
that RSO’s have the capability to deliver these events.
Our proposed retention plan attached recommends
assessing each of these factors for existing significant
events and assigning responsibility for managing them.
67.

When considering the retention opportunities for events
in the City, the level of funding available in the SEPF
makes any retention plan difficult to achieve if the fund
is also required to support attraction of new events to
the City. Currently the SEPF funding pool is $217,000
(for the 2020/21 FY the amount available for allocation
is $297,171, due to funds being carried over from the
previous year). Allocation of funds to date shows that
$295,329 has been granted to support 25 events/
activities.

68. Currently there are two multi-year contracts in place
(Golf and Netball) committing $25,000 of the fund in
the 2021/2022 financial year. We understand that whilst
formal agreements may not be in place with long term
events that the City has hosted, intentions of longerterm commitments have been signaled. For the 2021/22
financial year, if fulfilment of the intended commitment
is made, 100% of the funding pool would be utilised,
leaving no ability to commit significant money to attract
new events.
69. There are a number of lower scoring and community
events (as judged by the criteria discussed above) that
could be declined funding in future years in order to
create headroom to attract new, higher-value events at
the same time as retaining the key events noted above.
This approach is discussed further in the attraction
section of this report.

Reasons for successful retention of
sports events
70. As a City we have an established reputation for hosting
large secondary school events that has been formed
over many years. This reputation has contributed to our
well established calendar of events.
71.

A key to the retention of large secondary school events
can be attributed to the indoor facilities that are on offer
in the City. There are very few locations that can cater
for large scale indoor events under one roof that require
multiple courts. In addition to indoor venues, the City has
good quality purpose-built facilities and green space for
hosting large scale outdoor events.

72. Events cannot happen without local involvement by
committed people. Long term retention of some of
the events hosted in the City can be attributed to the
capability of the RSO that supports the event (and
wider support from Sport Manawatū, PNCC and other
community members). RSO’s can play varying roles
depending on the level of support provided by the NSO.
An RSO may be required to event manage an event if
the NSO does not provide any resource to deliver. They
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may be required to support an event with volunteers
and officials and in some cases may be required to raise
funds to support the event. Sport Manawatū is required
to develop the capability and capacity of RSO’s and
clubs within the region. When considering future event
retention/attraction consideration of the capability of the
organisation should be assessed.
73. The central location of Palmerston North makes it easy
for large teams and groups to travel affordably by car
or bus to sports tournaments or fixtures. Palmerston
North is at the centre of New Zealand’s second largest
population hub and is located within a three-hour drive
of over one million people, making it an easy place to
drive to for many. The airport is only a short 10-minute
drive from the CBD, with excellent flight connections to
all major centres.
74. Palmerston North City offers a diverse range of
accommodation options with something to suit all
people, whatever the budget.

Competition to retention of sports
events
75. Our point of difference as a City is the covered court
space that is available at Central Energy Trust Arena
providing for large court-based events to be held under
one roof. Other venues around the country are investing
in large covered court space, which could in time remove
our point of difference.
76. Tauranga’s Trustpower Bay Park facility provides
13,000m² of covered space compared to CET Arena’s
11,900m². As the Hub of Entertainment in the Bay of
Plenty, Trustpower Baypark has an extensive portfolio of
venues that can accommodate activities and events of a
similar size and scale of CET Arena.
77.

The Edgar Centre in Dunedin - the main hall has
14,400m2 of floor space that could accommodate:
> 14 tennis courts, or
> 7 basketball courts, or
> 21 netball courts, or
> 10 volleyball courts, or
> 16 football/futsal courts.

78. Napier’s Pettigrew Green Arena is undergoing a
significant indoor space expansion project. The end
result will provide for 11 basketball courts (currently
three) in one location, a significant threat to future
hosting of large basketball tournaments for the City.
79. Event organisers are looking for ease of navigation
when bringing events to the City. One of the interviews
conducted with an NSO made us aware of a region
that has a one-stop shop coordination approach to
events, providing linkages to facilities, accommodation
providers, funding streams and activity providers. This
type of approach is very attractive and valued by the
NSO’s and could provide a future threat to Palmerston
North if coordination of the sector in the City is not
improved.
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80. The funding available to the sector in the City is currently
at a reasonable level when compared to other regions. If
other Council’s increase the level of funding available to
the sporting sector this could result in events being lost.
Venue

Size

CET Arena, Palmerston North

11,900m2

Trustpower Bay Park, Tauranga

13,000m2

Edgar Centre, Dunedin

14,400m2

Pettigrew Green Arena, Napier (now)

7,500m2

Pettigrew Green Arena, Napier
(proposed, estimate)

15,000m2

Examine what sport events have we
lost as a City and reasons why
81. Being able to determine if we have ‘lost’ events to
the City has been problematic. There are a number of
events that are no longer held in the City for various
reasons such as those outlined below. We did not find
any evidence of ‘exit interviews’ being conducted with
event providers when an event is ‘lost’, making it hard to
identify trends or patterns across time.
82. The event providers we talked to indicated that the main
reasons for the City having ‘lost’ sport events are:
> Event rotation – some NSO’s have a rotation policy
where events will move to different venues removing
any bias and dispersing the financial onus on some
teams if having to travel significant distances.
> Timing – when preparing a calendar of events for a
code it is often necessary to consider changing dates
to fit the schedule. This can create challenges for the
venue and in some cases we have lost events due to
venues being unavailable for the proposed dates.
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83. A smaller number of event providers we talked to
indicated that reasons for the City having ‘lost’ their
sport events were:
> Hosting capability – we have lost events to the City
due to hosting capability and capacity. For an RSO
to run an event on behalf of or to support the NSO
takes significant time and resource. This is difficult
for a volunteer organisation and as a result some
have opted out resulting in the loss of the event
to the City. The sporting sector is driven by key
people within each organisation, often an individual
or several individuals will be key to securing and
retaining events and will have strong relationships
with the NSO. If these people move on, the focus of
the organisation may move away from event hosting
to focus more on their community-based activity.
> Funding – when trying to attract or retain profile
events the offer to support with funding is now part
and parcel of a proposal. The City is up against very
large players in the market and having funding as part
of the package is essential.
> Market competition – for high profile events, the
City is up against the major metropolitan cities that
have significant population bases to support a large
audience. The City has had success in hosting high
profile, low economic return events in the past but
have lost these events due to them moving to the
larger cities and venues with greater capacity.
> Facility capacity – recently the City ‘lost’ the NI
Secondary Schools Swimming Champs. This event
has previously been hosted in the City for over 40
years. We understand the reason the event was lost
to the City was venue capacity. The event is being
run at the Wellington Regional Aquatic Facility that
has the capacity to run swim meets for up to 500
competitors. By comparison the event has previously
run at Freyberg Pool that has a capacity of 180
competitors, we understand entries for this years
event are currently over 330.
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Defining ‘attraction’ in the context of
sports events
84. We have viewed attraction not only from the perspective
of bringing in new sports events that the City has not
previously hosted, but also ensuring the City continues
to be considered for those events that cycle through
different locations around the country. This definition
requires SEPF partners to consider:
> Attraction closely linked to retention. For example, the
City may host an event that has a policy of shifting
venue every year. If this event comes back to the City
every five years, this can be termed a success both
from a retention perspective (it was retained as part
of its natural cycle) and also an attraction perspective
(the City ensured it remained an attractive proposition
for the event to return to).
> Taking a longer-term view of how events cycle, with
flow-on considerations for relationship management
with event providers and also how to factor these
cycles into the SEPF funding approach.

Strategic direction for sports events
in the City
85. We have determined a strong alignment with strategic
direction across all three parties. Specifically, and as
noted in earlier sections of this report, there is a clear
direction that a continued focus on secondary school
events and events that support economic growth should
remain the focus.
86. PNCC have an existing programme in the Draft 20212031 Long Term Plan that supports school sports
event funding, which partly makes up the SEPF.
We understand this is effectively allocated to Sport
Manawatū through their funding agreement. Whilst up
for debate through the Long Term Plan process, we
understand that there is a high likelihood that it will be
retained due to its importance to the City.
87. PNCC’s Creative and Liveable Strategy 2018 has a goal
to build Palmerston North’s national and international
reputation as a creative and exciting place to live, work
and study. It aims to achieve:
> A creative City renowned for its visual and performing
arts, events, food, festivals, sporting events and great
cultural institutions.
> A City that has great places for people, and the
attractions, recreation options and experiences of a
big City without the hassle and cost.
> We will promote our City’s strength in sport
development, capability and participation.
88. CEDA have successfully applied for funding to support
the growth of the Secondary school event space.
Through the Regional Events Fund allocation from
Central Government, CEDA have indicated to MBIE
that they will be investing in the development and
implementation of a strategy focused on secondary
school sports, which was identified as a priority market
in the Manawatū Destination Management Plan, and the
Manawatū Conference and Business Events Strategy.
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89. It is outlined within their agreement with MBIE that
they will spend $17,000 in the 2021/22 FY, and $17,500
in the 2022/23 FY on ‘Secondary School Sports,
implementation of the Secondary Sport Strategy for
retention and attraction.’ We understand that this will link
closely with the SEPF activities.
90. In the Sport Manawatū Draft Strategic Plan 2021 – 2025
there are strategic links under two Strategic Priorities:
> Regional Leadership, it identifies the management
and allocation of SEPF funding.
> Partnership and Collaboration identifies a strong and
diverse range of partnerships and collaborations
adding value across the sector organisations with a
focus on Strategic Fund allocation.

Who is best placed to lead sports
event bid development?
91. There are a limited number of sport events bids
developed each year. This makes it difficult to justify
specialist resource in any single organization, and
emphasizes the need to leverage strengths across
organisations. Assuming that the SEPF panel lifts to take
a strategic position around retention and attraction, and
takes a more active role in doing so, our view is that the
SEPF Panel is best to assign responsibility for leading
bids to one of its partner organisations based on the
nature of the bid.
92. Sport Manawatū maintains strong relationships with
NSO’s and RSO’s, helping to ensure sector and sport
context for any bid document. Currently there is no
specific role within Sport Manawatū to facilitate bids
and implement them if successful, but there is event
management capability within the organization which
provides a good understanding of what is required
to deliver an event. Sport Manawatū also has the
greatest understanding of the capability of the sport
organisations involved in the bid process (i.e. the NSO
and/or RSO). While Sport Manawatū does not maintain
a standing resource to develop bids, it is able to bring
together internal and external resource to develop a
bid (as evidenced recently with the bid to secure the
Touch Nationals). There would still be a requirement for
the organisation to outsource layout and printing of
any document (this role could be filled by PNCC given
existing capability inhouse).
93. The PNCC Venues Team has relationships with some
RSO’s and NSO’s, primarily developed as part of use
of Council facilities. Having access to wider resources
within Council can also be useful for bid activity – for
example, the Events and Marketing team would be of
benefit to the layout and design of bid documents.
Venues staff currently deliver between 6-8 commercial
events per year so have capability in delivery and
understanding of event management within their own
facilities. In 2020 the City produced an information
booklet titled ‘Palmerston North City Sporting Events
and Tournaments’. The document provides extensive
information on what the City has to offer and highlights
the major City’s facilities, a valuable resource for the
development of any future bids.
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94. CEDA have limited relationships with the sporting sector.
Their role is to market the City to drive visitation and to
produce collateral to assist with the promotion of the
City. Having updated collateral provides value to the bid
document process. CEDA do develop bid documents
for the business and conferencing sector which could
be adapted to meet the needs of a sports event bid
document. They are best placed to provide data on
things such as accommodation and visitor information
which is a critical detail for any bid document.
95. RSO’s have very limited capacity and in some cases
capability to develop a comprehensive bid document.
There are very few RSO’s that have paid staff, and most
often they are run by volunteers. It would be a significant
ask of these organisations to undertake the facilitation,
preparation and implementation of a bid process.
However, they would form a very important part of any
working group established to formulate a bid.

Capacity and capability to develop/
support bids
96. Sport Manawatū has chosen to not resource event
attraction/retention/implementation with a single role.
Instead there are roles across the organisation that
have significant linkages and insights to key parts of
the sector that add significant value when determining
capability. Across the current structure there are roles
that:
> Have strong relationships with NSO’s and RSO’s
> Directly link to Secondary schools and New Zealand
Secondary Schools Sports Council
> Have close links with funding agencies
> Work to increase the capability of organisations
> Market and deliver community events
> Administer funding schemes; and
> Contribute to the future planning of sports facilities.
97. With this broad spectrum of work occurring within the
sector, in our opinion Sport Manawatū are best placed
in terms of sector understanding and relationships than
other organisations.
98. PNCC have resource across several areas of their
organisation through Venues, Events and Marketing.
> The Venues Team provide a full service event delivery
model at PNCC owned venues ie CET Arena and the
PN Conference and Function Centre. The team has
extensive knowledge of the events industry (not just
sport), and deliver 6-8 commercial events per year.
Between February to December they operate at full
capacity.
> The Events Team provide resource in the planning
management, funding, and delivery of activations and
City-wide events. Their event delivery is focused on
community good activity and they currently do very
little in the sports space. Currently this team is down
two staff, it is understood that these roles are to be
replaced however is subject to internal review. Once
these roles are replaced there is confidence that they
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will be satisfied with the capacity to deliver on current
expectation.
> The Marketing Team can provide extensive knowledge
in event promotion and engagement. Their primary
focus in this space is on promotion and marketing of
PNCC owned facilities. They are able to develop and
produce marketing collateral that could provide value
to the bid process.
> Council also has a responsibility to manage the Major
Events Fund. This fund is a contestable fund designed
to support events that showcase Palmerston North as
a destination, increase City visitation, and generating
positive exposure that makes residents #PalmyProud.
Sports events are eligible to apply to the Major Events
Fund if they meet the criteria.
99. An effective approach to the development of any bid
proposal could be the establishment of a committee/
working party that could consist of the lead agency
(either Sport Manawatū/CEDA/PNCC), the venue owner,
the RSO if applicable and other interested parties
(i.e. funders, key stakeholders). This approach would
allow for open dialogue, the establishment of strong
relationships and collaboration between the parties to
reach a common goal. There is no evidence currently
of a collaborative approach being taken – everyone is
working in isolation to each other. We recognise that this
is likely attributed to the fact there is no strategy driving
this type of approach and no dedicated resources within
SEPF partner organisations.

City’s value proposition to attract
sporting events
100. The City has a number of factors that add to its overall
value proposition for attracting sporting events. These
include (but are not limited to):
> Palmerston North is an innovative and connected
urban centre with a rich arts and theatre scene, short
traveling distances, and has everything you need to
organise a successful event.
> Palmerston North City is the geographical centre of
New Zealand, 140km north of Wellington. It is part of
New Zealand’s second-largest population hub, with
more than one million people located within a twohour (200km) radius.
> With a population of around 90,000 people,
Palmerston North City is large enough to provide bigcity facilities without the traffic congestion, access
difficulties and high costs of other major centre.
> The City has an extensive portfolio of sporting
venues and facilities to host just about any sports
tournament or event. Outside of a tournament,
visitors to Palmerston North City can experience our
diverse events calendar and a strong selection of
leisure activities.
> Palmerston North boasts a vibrant and connected
urban city within a compact CBD, making it easy to
get around and the perfect place to hold a sporting
event or tournament.
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> The City is easily accessible with regular flights from
all major centres, and is an easy drive from Wellington,
and central and lower North Island destinations.
> The central location of Palmerston North makes it
easy for large teams and groups to travel affordably
by car or bus to sports tournaments or fixtures.
> Palmerston North is more than equipped to cater for
events, with the capacity to accommodate more than
3000 guests across 45 hotels and motels between 3
– 4+ stars and all located within just 5km of the CBD.
> The City has capable RSO’s and a proactive regional
sports trust that work closely with the sector to build
their capability.
> The City provides many funding streams to support
the events sector and are well positioned compared
to other centres.
> The City is a top destination for shopping enthusiasts
being located centrally in the lower North Island. With
the largest shopping mall in the region located in city
centre and bespoke shops within the CBD, visitors
can find everything from high-end designers, major
brands to unique handcrafted local products.
101. We note that none of these form a unique value
proposition that places the City above and beyond other
likely competitors. Depending on the sport event, some
of the factors above are more important than others,
and the combination of factors is often specific to the
nature of the individual event. Having a well-coordinated,
constructive and welcoming approach to sport event
retention and attraction is an important additional factor
that is currently missing from the City’s value proposition.
All the components for this currently exist (and come
together when individual bids are required), but a more
strategic and active approach is required to ensure this is
applied across all retention and attraction activities.

What events could the City attract?
102. We have identified a number of opportunities to
attract additional sports events using the SEPF (see
Appendix 1). Attraction of these events will take time and
investment in the establishment of relationships with
event organisers and the associated NSO.
103. Three prominent attraction targets should be:
> North Island Junior Secondary School Volleyball
event could be one to target on the basis that it is in
November (i.e. is not in a congested part of the City’s
current calendar) and meets the strategic direction of
the SEPF by being a secondary school event
> University and Tertiary Sport NZ (UTSNZ) manage an
extensive event calendar. UTSNZ is a not-for-profit
organisation that enables competition and workforce
opportunities for tertiary students in sport. They are
responsible for the National Tertiary Championship
and the Challenge Series. Generally these events sit
outside of peak calendar times which would support
the increased utilisation of City facilities.
> Softball NZ have signalled its intent to bring more
softball events to the City. This is an opportunity
that should be supported given the significant
investment made in the development of the facilities
at Colquhoun Park. Softball is also one of the current
strategic sporting partners under the SEPF.
104. However, successful attraction of these events requires
the City to overcome a number of barriers that our work
has identified:
> There is currently no organisation tasked for actively
leading the attraction of sporting events to the City
> In some cases there is limited capability in RSOs to
deliver significant events. RSOs often have limited
access to funding and are predominantly volunteer
run.
> Limited pool of funding available through SEPF for
attraction once the current years events are funded.
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Improving ‘participant experience’ for
sports events
105. Event participants are looking for a memorable
experience, often influenced by value-add
opportunities (i.e. facility provision, food, entertainment,
accommodation, accessibility, ease of movement
between venue and accommodation). Affordability will
always be a driver for the sector – secondary schools
look for best bang for buck – lower decile schools need
affordability to be the highest priority. Their experience
at the event will be memorable for different reasons,
driven by success/failure at the event, comradeship and
friendships that are developed. The facility the event is
held at will also determine positive or negative memory,
if an outdoor event, weather can be a significant
contributor to a participant’s experience.
106. Event organisers are looking for ease of operation.
Support through funding, relationship management,
providing local knowledge and contacts contributes
significantly to this. Depending on the organisation
running the event (i.e. the NSO or RSO), volunteers to
support the running of the event are also a fundamental
requirement. This can often be a constraint in some
cases where the RSO is required to support the NSO who
may be running the event. NSO’s may have budget to
support officials with accommodation, food and travel
but at a more local level additional volunteers required
may have to pay their own way and take annual leave
to assist. Funding can be applied for to offset some
of these costs however predominately funding will be
applied for to cover venue hire and operational costs.
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107. Added value activity for event organisers such as
engagement with the community, support by local
council and RST’s is seen as an enticement. Marketing
of events is not always a priority for the event organizer
however provides increased exposure to the local
population that the event is on. If funding has been
granted by the local council, often a necessity is to
engage with the public, marketing through local social
media platforms and utilisation of signage can support
this requirement.
108. A standardised portfolio of offerings should be
established, working with local providers to gain their
buy in to such an approach will take time as relationships
will need to be built. This could be as simple as a
‘welcome pack’ for all event participants that includes
discounts at shopping venues and samples of food and
beverages from City businesses.
109. Greater leveraging of the accommodation providers
in Palmerston North could also be pursued as part
of offering increased value to sporting events. The
New Zealand Accommodation Association has local
representation in the form of a Regional Accommodation
Chair and a local Palmerston North representative.
However, there is no coordination between the motel
sector and the sporting sector, limiting the opportunities
to increase occupancy levels through the offering
of event accommodation packages. We do note
that current occupancy levels remain relatively high
especially during the week, and that weekend events
would be preferable by industry.
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Potential Attraction Targets
We have identified a number of opportunities to bring back or attract sports events using the SEPF. Attraction of some of these
events will take time and investment in the establishment of relationships with event organisers and the associated NSO.
We have assessed potential events against criteria that includes, but is not limited to:
• strategic link
• multi day
• economic return
• time of year
• priority sport
• profile; and
• long term opportunity
The panel may choose to alter this criteria based on future priorities.
NB: This list is not exhaustive, the matrix score has not been used as new/returning events have not been assessed against
the new model.

Volleyball

NI Junior Secondary Schools

Softball

NZSS Softball – Division 1
NZ Fast 45

Squash

Cousins Shield
Mitchell Cup

Touch

NZSS Bunnings Touch Championships
Bunnings Nationals

Football

NZSS Football Boys Lotto Premier Tournament
NZSS Football Girls Lotto Premier Tournament
NZ Youth Futsal Nationals

Rugby League

NZRL Secondary School Tournament

Netball

NZ Secondary Schools Netball Champs

University and Tertiary Sport NZ events

Volleyball
Netball
Hockey
Basketball
Badminton
Football
Sevens
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Sports Events Partnership Fund
Attraction & Retention Plan
The opportunity

Objectives

Strategic fit

Palmerston North City currently attracts a high number of sporting events
that contribute to our economic and social wellbeing. The City has a particular
strength in secondary school events, attracting nearly a third of the potential
events. We also have a good value proposition in terms of indoor & outdoor
facilities, and the supporting infrastructure for competitors and support crews.

1. MAXIMISE ECONOMIC BENEFIT

This Plan directly supports four key strategic documents:

An opportunity exists around:
•

becoming more strategic. We can be more targeted, coordinated, and
planned with our efforts to ensure we get as much from the resources we
have available.

•

becoming more active. With the right plan, we can shift our efforts from
an administrative focus to one that actively pursues events and engages
with providers.

This plan prioritises the SEPF criteria related to economic benefit to the City.
It does this in an inclusive way, seeking to maximise the economic benefit
even if the events have been selected or chosen on the basis of other criteria.
2. LEVERAGE EXISTING STRATEGIC PARTNERSHIPS
The City holds a number of strategic partnerships with important sporting
codes. Rather than invest in building new relationships with codes, this plan
focuses on building on existing relationships, later iterations of this plan will
likely shift the focus to developing new partnerships.
3. ENGAGE INDUSTRY AND BUSINESS IN SPORTS EVENT ATTRACTION
AND RETENTION
Successfully attracting and retaining sports events requires a ‘whole-of-City’
approach. Competitors don’t just come for the sporting facilities – they come
for the accommodation, shopping, and non-sporting activities. Industry
and businesses who benefit most from major sporting events needs to be
involved in attraction and retention efforts.

A. PNCC’s Connected Communities Plan recognises that events bring
significant benefits to the City, providing opportunities to support
community identify and to celebrate our City.
B. PNCC’s Economic Development Plan notes Council will work
collaboratively with industry to develop and implement the City’s
strategic position, including attracting, funding and managing events that
bring significant economic.
C. Sport Manawatū’s funding agreement and operating plan which
emphasises the attraction and retention of national sporting events to the
City, and the relationship with national and regional sporting organisations
(NSOs & RSOs).
D. CEDA’s goal in its Statement of Intent to profile the region to attract
people, business and investment, and the supporting Manawatū
Destination Management Plan that has a focus on growing visitor activity
and value for the benefit of our community.

Key actions and examples
GENERAL
Establish bi-annual strategic meetings of the SEPF panel to agree and monitor
the attraction and retention plan

Eg Review SEPF terms of reference to record bi-annual meetings

Attraction focus

Retention focus

Identify resourcing requirements and responsibilities

Eg Assess current capability and capacity within partner organisation, determine
lead responsibility for Plan actions

Attraction focus

Retention focus

Identify key school sporting events and actively target them

Eg Review School Sport NZ event calendar and assess capability to attract new
events considering RSO capability, facility capacity etc

Attraction focus

Retention focus

Establish multi-year arrangements with event providers

Eg Engage with NSO to offer a multi-year contract for significant events

Attraction focus

Retention focus

Identify sporting events that can fill calendar gaps

Eg Assess gaps in the event calendar and target events to fill the gaps

Attraction focus

Identify other event opportunities with existing strategic partners

Eg Work with strategic partners to identify new event opportunities that fit with
future aspirations and capability

Attraction focus

Regularly meet with NSOs to ensure existing events are retained

Eg Establish an annual meeting schedule with key NSO’s to assess satisfaction level
and identify any risks

Attraction focus

Include relevant industry and business representatives in SEPF deliberations

Eg Establish who from industry and business could add value to the SEPF panel

Attraction focus

Work with relevant industry and business representatives to identify their
contribution to the ‘tool-kit’ for events

Eg Develop a list of value-added activity to support the event experience within the
city

Attraction focus

MAXIMISE ECONOMIC BENEFIT

LEVERAGE EXISTING STRATEGIC PARTNERSHIPS

Retention focus

ENGAGE INDUSTRY AND BUSINESS

Retention focus
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ITEM 10

COMMITTEE WORK SCHEDULE
TO:

Play, Recreation & Sport Committee

MEETING DATE:

20 October 2021

TITLE:

Committee Work Schedule

RECOMMENDATION(S) TO PLAY, RECREATION & SPORT COMMITTEE

1. That the Play, Recreation & Sport Committee receive its Work Schedule dated
October 2021.
ATTACHMENTS
1.

Play, Recreation & Sport Work Schedule - October 2021 ⇩
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October 2021

October 2021

2022

2022

2022

2022

1

2

3

4

5

6

Oasis # 13973736

Estimated
Report Date

Item
No.

Chief Planning Officer Annual Update
Update made to
October 2021 meeting.
Chief Planning Officer Further report will be
mad when further
information is available
Chief Infrastructure
Officer

Chief Planning Officer Annual Update

Progress report: Sport Manawatū - Six month
report (1 July 2021 to 31 December 2021) to
Palmerston North City Council

Update Report on engagement with
Manawatu GymSports Incorporated

Shade Audit – Information and Findings
Report

Play Policy Annual Implementation
Monitoring Report

14 April 2021
Clause 12-21

14 April 2021
Clause 12-21

14 April 2021
Clause 10-21

Date of Instruction/
Point of Origin

ITEM 10 - ATTACHMENT 1

Chief Planning Officer

Update Report on engagement with
Manawatu GymSports Incorporated

Current Position

Chief Planning Officer

Officer Responsible

Sport Manawatū Annual Report (1 July 2020
to 30 June 2021) to Palmerston North City
Council

Subject

COMMITTEE WORK SCHEDULE OCTOBER 2021

PLAY, RECREATION & SPORT COMMITTEE

